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number of projects, however, the division bet-
ween pre- and post-extraction is nearly even.

Other dimensions and categories were also exam
ned but deemed less informative and/or more sub-
jective. Relevant classifications for World Bank pro-
jects include grants v loans, trust fund financing, and
budget support, with overlaps between them;

though these classifications are of limited relevance
for projects by other donors.

For questions and comments please contact
Philip Swanson (phil.swanson@poyry.com)

and Sigrun Aasland (sigrun.aasland@poyry.com)
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Abstract

Quality of governance has come to be viewed as a
key factor influencing the ability of countries to use
revenues from their extractive industries for develop-
ment. In rhetoric at least, donors and developing
countries have put increasing emphasis on capacity
building and robust institutions. Yet to date there
have been no comprehensive surveys providing an
overview of such assistance, including its volume,
main sponsors and distribution across countries.
This study seeks to provide such an overview,
concentrating on official development assistance
(ODA) to public institutions in African countries. The
survey identified around 60 projects active in the pe-
riod 2004-2006, based on responses from donors.
The main donors of this type of assistance have
been the World Bank, the European Commission,
Norway, and the African Development Bank. The
main recipients have been Nigeria, DRC, Uganda,
Mauritania, Zambia, Ghana and Mozambique. The
report also proposes several sets of categories by
which this type of assistance could be usefully cate-
gorized.

Background

The extractive industries (EI), which include mining
and oil and gas production, are a major source of in-
vestment and revenue in many African countries.
(Timber is not included in this survey.) However, de-
veloping countries generally have not succeeded in
translating EI revenues into sustainable economic de-
velopment. In many cases, large EI revenues even
appear to have retarded economic and social deve-
lopment through a number of phenomena often refer-
red to collectively as the “resource curse”.

Quality of governance has come to be viewed as a
key factor influencing the ability of countries to use EI
revenues for development. As such, donors and reci-
pient governments have put increasing emphasis on
the need to build capacity for improving EI-related
governance. As noted by the terms of reference, ho-
wever, “there have been no comprehensive surveys
that provide a clear perspective on the volume and
type of assistance being provided and of its distribu-
tion across countries. The aim of this survey is to fill
this gap, and in so doing to improve the basis for de-

cisions regarding support.” (The terms of reference
may be found in Annex 1.)

This report follows an inception report (September
2007) that outlined methodology to be followed, pro-
vided initial ideas regarding categories of assistance,
and identified the donor and recipient countries to be
targeted by the survey. The survey is managed by
the Norwegian Oil for Development Initiative in coordi-
nation with the African Development Bank and the
World Bank.

Objective

The objective of the survey is to establish a baseline
for categorization of governancerelated EI support,
and to provide an overview of this type of support for
African countries during the period 2004-2006, with
the aim of helping improve the basis for future deci-
sions regarding such support.

As specified by the terms of reference, the survey co-
vers ODA to public-sector bodies, including state-
owned companies. It does not cover assistance to
non-official bodies, which may be the subject of a fol-
low-up survey.

Overview and conclusions

The survey was guided by a review of the
OECD/DAC CRS database, but ultimately based
on information provided by donors directly in res-
ponse to letters of request sent by Norad and follow-
up enquiries by the survey team. As noted in the
Inception report, several factors make it problematic
to rely on the CRS database to identify projects rela-
ted to EI governance. Notably, it is difficult to cross-
code projects as both extractive and
governance-related, because these are effectively
mutually exclusive “sectors” in the CRS (codes 151 &
322). Further, lack of project descriptions for many
projects in the CRS database complicates even a
manual search.

The survey collected 61 projects whose relevant
components represented US$234 million. The fi-
gure refers to total donor commitments for the life-
time of relevant projects that were active anytime
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during 2004-2006. Only the relevant components of
projects were counted, using figures found in project
documents or agreed with donors. The full value of all
projects included in the survey including non-relevant
components would be about 4 times this amount.

Relevant assistance is on the same order of magni-
tude as ODA to the extractive industries as a whole
in Africa, as represented by the amount reported to
CRS sector code 322 (“Mineral resources and mi-
ning”). However, this does not imply that gover-
nance-related projects account for the majority of
assistance to CRS code 322, since many relevant
projects apparently were not reported under this
sector, but under the governance sector or others.

The World Bank is by far the largest donor of rele-
vant governance-related assistance to the EI, with
US$162.8 million, or about 70% of the survey
total. After the World Bank, the largest donors are
the European Commission (12% of the total), Nor-
way (9%), and the African Development Bank (6%).
Relevant projects were also identified from the IMF,
UK, US, Japan, Germany and Portugal. Of the do-
nors identified in the inception report as potential
providers of relevant assistance, no projects for the
survey period were identified from Belgium, Canada,
France, Netherlands or Spain.

The main recipient is Nigeria (30% of the expendi-
ture commitment total), followed by DRC (9%),
Uganda (9%), Mauritania (8%), Zambia (8%),
Ghana (6%) and Mozambique (5%). In terms of
numbers of projects, the largest recipients are
Ghana, Mauritania and Sierra Leone with 5 projects
apiece, followed by Nigeria and Zambia with 4 pro-
jects each, and Angola, Mali, Mozambique and
Uganda with 3 projects apiece.

Approximately 80% of World Bank assistance and
40% of AfDB assistance is in the form of loans.
The survey counts loans alongside grants using the
loans’ gross value, i.e., planned disbursements wi-
thout taking into account loan principal repayments
or level of concessionality. If loans were excluded,
the EC would be the largest donor, and the World
Bank would move into second place, followed by
Norway and the UK. The largest recipients would
then be Zambia, Ghana and DRC with about 15% of
totalcommitment value apiece, followed by Uganda
and Nigeria.

Approximately 22% ($35 million) of the relevant
World Bank portfolio is budget support, 40% of
which is in the form of loans. Budget support is
counted in the survey as the amount of money pro-
vided in response to triggers/conditionalities related
to governance reforms in the EI sector. No budget
support from other donors was included in the sur-
vey, since it was not possible to find specific, quanti-
fiable links between such support and EI
governance triggers. If budget support is not inclu-
ded, the World Bank remains the largest donor; the
order of the top recipients also stays nearly the
same, except second-place DRC drops to eighth
place in terms of expenditure commitments.

Some donors channel assistance through World
Bank trust funds. This accounts for about 3% ($5
million) of the World Bank’s portfolio relevant to the
survey. The largest donors to relevant World Bank-
managed trust funds are the UK and Norway. (Funds
channeled this way do not appear in the bilateral to-
tals.)

Activities can be categorized according to a num-
ber of dimensions. Those that appear to be particu-
larly useful include: impact area, activity type, and
stage of intervention. The survey team has develo-
ped suggested categories within each of these di-
mensions, definitions for which may be found in
section 2.3.

• Impact area dimension: approximately 42% of
projects (in terms of expenditure commitment)
could be classified as resource management,
13% as financial, 12% as economic, and less
than 1% each as purely environmental or purely
social. The largest combination category is re-
source management + environmental (17%). The
largest category in terms of number of projects
is financial, followed by resource management.

• Activity type dimension: approximately 17% of
projects could be classified as policy dialogue,
12% as institutional support, 7% as capacity
building, and less than 1% as diagnostics. The
largest category is the combination capacity
building + institutional support (59%), which also
accounts for the largest number of projects.

• Stage of intervention dimension: approximately
82% of projects could be classified as pre-ex-
traction, 14% as post-extraction, and about
4% as a combination of the two. In terms of
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II.1 Overview and objectives

The objective of this survey is to establish a baseline
for categorization of governancerelated EI support,
and to provide an overview of this type of support for
African countries, focusing on ODA provided to pu-
blic-sector institutions (including stateowned compa-
nies). This survey seeks to provide an overview of
technical assistance ongoing or initiated or ongoing
during the time period 2004-2006.1 Based on this
data, it assesses the volume and distribution of assis-
tance and proposes sets of categories into which the
identified activities usefully could be divided for analy-
sis. The survey includes bilateral as well as multilate-
ral assistance.

II.2 Rationale

The extractive industries - oil gas and mining- consti-
tute a major source of revenue for many African
countries. As a general rule, however, these revenues
have not generated shared growth and poverty re-
duction. Rent seeking, corruption and currency
appreciation have led some resource-rich countries
into what has been termed the resource curse, so-
metimes resulting in instability and conflict.

Quality of governance has come to be viewed as a
key factor influencing the ability of countries to use
revenues from their extractive industries for sustaina-
ble development. In rhetoric at least, donors and de-
veloping countries have put increasing emphasis on
the importance of capacity building and robust insti-
tutions for the accountable and transparent manage-
ment of revenues from the extractive industries. Yet
to date there have been no comprehensive surveys
providing an overview of such assistance, its volume,
main sponsors, distribution, and character.

II.3 Scope and limitations

In accordance with the Terms of Reference, the sur-
vey covers “support for improving governance of the
EI and of [the EIs’] impact on sustainable develop-
ment”, excluding support that is primarily “technical
in character”. Furthermore, as specified by the ToR,
it includes only activities that are (i) official develop-
ment assistance (ODA), e.g., excluding funding from

private sector actors; (ii) provided to public institu-
tions, including state-owned companies, e.g., exclu-
ding assistance to civil society organizations/NGOs
or other non-state actors; and (iii) initiated or active
during the period 2004-2006.

The survey defines the extractive industries (EI) as oil,
gas and mining, but excluding forestry. A number of
donor-reported projects that did not seem to fall within
the strict but unavoidably subjective limits of the survey
have been listed in section 2.4, “Near misses”. Box 1
provides examples from the terms of reference of types
of projects that should and should not be included.

Box 1: Examples of activities to be included
and excluded, as noted in ToR

As a guide, the terms of reference provided some
examples of activities that should and should
not be included:

Examples of activities to be included:

• Legal and regulatory aspects of EI exploration
and production

• Organization of the EI sector
• Fiscal and contractual arrangements for EI
• Management and training of personnel for the EI
• Transparency and accountability in the EI
• Participation in and coordination of decision pro-

cesses regarding EI
• Management of the government revenues gene-

rated by EI production

Examples of activities that should not be included:

• support that is largely technical in character (at
least 80% technical). This would nclude such
areas as geology, engineering, environmental
science, etc.

Source: ToR

As already noted in the Inception report, several fac-
tors made it problematic to use the CRS database to
identify projects related to EI governance; notably the
lack of ability to cross-code projects as both “extrac-
tive” and “governance-related”. This is because use
of governance-related “purpose codes” automatically
assign a project to the “Government and civil society”
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“sector” (CRS code 15***), and it is not possible for a
project to be assigned to more than one sector. The
lack of project descriptions for many projects further-
more makes it difficult to manually identify governance
related projects within the “Mineral resources and mi-
ning sector” (CRS code 322**), or extractive projects
within the “Government and civil society sector”.

Similar lack of cross-coding within some donors’ own
systems (perhaps due to being geared to CRS repor-
ting), combined with having separate teams for go-
vernance and minerals in some cases, appears to
have made it difficult for some donors to provide a
comprehensive picture of their EI governance-related
activities.

The decentralization of aid management to local de-
legations/embassies for some donors also meant
that a full overview was not always easily available in
capitals. Moreover, local providers of information may
not have been familiar with the way particular pro-
jects were coded for internal or CRS reporting pur-
poses. This meant that it became difficult in practice
to make a link between projects reported to us and
projects reported to CRS, a situation further compli-
cated by the lack of project descriptions for many
projects in the CRS database, as already noted in the
inception report.

The analysis breaks down projects by donors, reci-
pients, commitment amounts and categories. Com-
mitment amounts and alignment to categories is
primarily based on stated objectives and activity des-
criptions in project/program documents, supplemen-
ted in some cases by clarification during
consultations with donors. The report does not
assess quality and impact of the reported activities.

Table 1 lists those donors that the inception report
identified as possible major providers of assistance
relevant to this survey. It shows which ones have pro-
vided information, and whether the main information
sources were at headquarter (HQ) or field-office level.
Countries for which both HQ and Field columns are
blank indicates those from which we have not recei-
ved information. Field offices were generally consul-
ted to the extent that this was recommended by
someone in headquarters. In the case of most donor
agencies, we began our enquiry by following up with
the official to whom Norad had sent a letter officially

requesting cooperation. (A copy of this letter was
provided in Annex 2 of the inception report.)
A copy of the draft report was circulated to those to
whom Norad had earlier sent request letters, provi-
ding donors the opportunity to make corrections
and/or add projects.

II.4 Methodology and approach

The survey relied on several methods for data collec-
tion. This included identifying and soliciting assis-
tance from focal points in donor agency
headquarters (e.g., country desk officers), contacting
local delegations of donors in African countries, and
searching web-based donor databases (where avai-
lable), including the OECD/DAC Creditor Reporting
System (CRS).

The survey includes all donors and recipients for
which relevant projects were reported, regardless of
inclusion in inception report. The inception report
used (among other things) the CRS, donor priorities,
and data on oil, gas, and mining activities to establish
a list of likely donors and recipients to target for fur-
ther investigation. While this led the study to focus on
32 recipient and 14 donor countries, the search re-
mained open for additional donors and recipients to
the extent that interviews, consultations, and further
document searches identified relevant activities. For
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Table 1: Data collection by donor
Donor Capital Field
African Development Bank X

World Bank X

IMF X

EC X X

Belgium

Canada

France X

Germany X

Japan X

Netherlands X X

Norway X

Portugal X

Spain

United Kingdom X

United States X X

Source: Econ Pöyry



example, all donors were asked to provide any pro-
jects of relevance, even if they were not in recipient
countries identified in the inception report. We also
asked donors in field offices if they were aware of re-
levant projects by other donors in the same country.
The inception report had identified several projects in
the CRS that were specifically pursued. Most of
these, however, turned out not to be relevant upon
inspection of further documentation, or else the
donor was unable to find documentation. As noted in
the inception report, limitations in CRS search para-
meters and lack of project descriptions for a large
number of projects in the CRS database would have
made it problematic to use the CRS to develop the
actual database of projects relevant to this survey, or
even to produce aggregate figures for such projects.
The survey thus has used the CRS only as a starting
point for the selection of donors, recipients, and (to a
very limited extent) projects to follow up with through
direct contact with donors.

Many donors advised the team to contact local dele-
gations directly, given the decentralized nature of their
aid administrations. When contacting local delegations,
priority was based on (i) key country combinations iden-
tified in the inception report, i.e., those featuring thres-
hold levels of assistance either to governance or to the
extractive industries as reported to CRS; (ii) countries
listed by the donor as “partners countries” (or equiva-
lent); and (iii) countries where internet searches and re-
ferrals had already identified projects2. In addition, the
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) was invi-
ted to provide inputs at a country level, given their des-
ignated role in donor coordination.

Evaluating relevance for the survey involved ap-
plying the criteria in the Terms of Reference, but ul-
timately came down to judgment calls. All projects
identified through searches or reported by donors
were screened for relevance on the basis of a review
of project documents or descriptions provided by do-
nors. Some activities targeting the extractive indus-
tries were found not to be governance-related, and
vice versa. For example, the World Bank West Africa
Gas Pipeline project did not explicitly address gover-
nance issues and was not included. Similarly, a Ca-
nadian project helping African countries to strengthen
the Supreme audit function addressed financial ma-

nagement but not the extractive industries explicitly,
so was not included. Moreover, a number of projects
were found to be valuable for addressing the chal-
lenge of sustainable development around extractive
industries generally, but did not qualify because they
financed non-governmental organizations instead of
official entities. Some of these projects have been in-
cluded in section 2.4 as examples of “Near misses”.
A majority of the projects (just over half) were compo-
nents of broader projects, of which only the relevant
components were counted. For example, for a pro-
ject financing both Government institutions and civil
society, only the former would count.

For large investment projects with technical assis-
tance attached, only the latter would be included.
The process of breaking down project costs sought
to balance accuracy with replicability, and in most
cases involved agreement with the donor when it
was not clear from project documents (see below for
more details). Of the 61 projects identified, 25 were
counted at 100% of overall project value and an ad-
ditional 5 were counted at at least 80% overall pro-
ject value. 12 were counted at less than 20% of total
project value. (The original ToR suggested that pro-
jects which were over 80% “technical” should not
be included; however, the ToR did not seem to envi-
sion that it would be possible to count only the rele-
vant components of larger projects.) The full value of
all projects in this survey, including components unre-
lated to EI governance, is $942 million, or approxima-
tely four times the value of the assistance that was
counted as relevant.

For World Bank projects, the survey based the
share of funds directly relevant to the extractive in-
dustries on the codes used by the World Bank at
project design. For budget support where costs rele-
vant to governance of the extractive industries could
be specifically identified, only this proportion was in-
cluded3 (see below for further discussion of World
Bank budget support). When in doubt, task mana-
gers were consulted.

For other donors, breakdown into “relevant” com-
ponents was done in consultation with the donor,
using project documents as a basis. To begin with,
project documents were consulted to determine what
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2 For example, in the case of the Netherlands, the inception report indicated as relevant recipient countries the DRC, Egypt and Ghana. The Dutch Ministry of
Foreign Affairs includes among its partner countries a number of other countries, namely Mali, Mozambique, Senegal, Tanzania, and Uganda. Dutch delegation in
all these recipient countries were contacted, and responses (negative) were received from delegations in Mali, Mozambique, Senegal, Tanzania, and Uganda. As
a second example, in the case of the US, internet searches had identified projects in Sierra Leone and Ghana as possibly relevant, and these delegations were
contacted, along with all other USAID missions in Africa that were on the list of likely recipient countries in the inception report.



activities or components were relevant for the survey.
Second, cost breakdowns per component were ei-
ther provided by the donor or proposed by Econ
Pöyry with confirmation from the donor. Where cost
breakdown by component was not provided in docu-
ments, equal cost per component was suggested,
giving donors the opportunity to suggest an alterna-
tive. Proportions of relevant administrative costs were
usually counted on a pro-rata basis.

Official development assistance covered by this
survey includes grants as well as credits. Credits
are provided by the World Bank and the African De-
velopment Bank. (A brief discussion of credit repor-
ting is provided in section 2.3.5.)

Distinguishing between “technical” and “gover-
nance” related TA involves a number of grey areas.
As noted by the terms of reference, ODA that is pri-
marily “technical” in nature is not to be included. For
example, for an African Development Bank (AfDB)
project in Tunisia, this meant assistance to manage
the environmental impact was included, but acquisi-
tion of equipment to make mining more environmen-
tally efficient was not.

Many projects arguably aim to promote positive im-
pacts -- but not by targeting public institutions.
Some projects we came across aimed to promote fo-
reign investments, or to create local employment and
strengthen local content in production, but did not do
so through assistance to public institutions. While the
ToR lists as relevant the ‘management and training of
personnel for the EI’, it also specifies that the survey
should only cover support to public-sector bodies. For
example, private training centers or non-governmental
organizations providing technical or business training
were not included. Technical training in Nigeria suppor-
ted by Norway was not included, nor was EC-suppor-
ted technical and management training for small-scale
miners in Zambia, since the donor provided this trai-
ning without involvement of any official bodies.

Since this survey did not explicitly search for ODA
provided to non-official bodies, it would be difficult in
the context of this survey to estimate the amount of
assistance to non-official bodies that otherwise would
meet survey criteria. In principal, one should be able

to estimate this by using the “channel” field within the
CRS database to compare the amount of ODA provi-
ded to non-governmental bodies to that provided to
official bodies. However, as pointed out in the Incep-
tion report, in practice it was found that approximately
83% of all support to Africa in the CRS was coded as
“other” or “not defined” within the channel field.

A follow-up survey might consider including or ad-
ding support to nongovernmental and private-sec-
tor organizations in order to capture more broadly
the assistance provided. This could include assis-
tance both to and from non-public sector bodies.
While ODA from public-sector bodies to civil society
and private institutions may follow a similar methodo-
logy as the present survey, assistance from non-offi-
cial sources may be more difficult to map, since it
would include a potentially vast array of donors with
no formal system for coordination or reporting. (See
further comments in the last section, “Possible areas
for further research”.)

Travel to key donor headquarters was initially pro-
posed but subsequently dropped. It was initially
thought that, given initial difficulties in identifying and
pursuing the right people at donor headquarters,
face-to-face consultations would be necessary. Ho-
wever, it eventually became clear that, with some ex-
ceptions, headquarters often did not have a full
overview, usually advising the team to check with in-
dividual field delegations in recipient countries. Since
travel to major potential recipient countries would not
have been time- or cost-effective, the team reverted
to the desk study approach.

Data is presented by commitment totals and not
broken down into disbursements by year. Tracking
disbursement data for all projects would not have
been realistic, and this was agreed with Norad at an
early stage. DAC notes that its reports usually are li-
mited to commitments because many donors do not
report disbursements.

The survey includes all projects active during the
period 2004 – 2006. This includes projects initialized
before 2004 and/or ending after 2006. It thus pro-
vides a “snapshot” of relevant activities during the
period, with limited scope for comparisons over time.
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3 For example, in the case of the Central African Republic, a budget support operation of US$82 million dollars was coded as 25% mining related. However,
this particular operation consisted mostly of clearing arrears, and US$7 million in remaining budget support, the 35% was thus calculated on the basis of the
US$7, not US$82. Doing the latter would have placed CAR as the third largest recipient of governance TA to extractive industries.



Some donors also provided information about pro-
jects with start dates scheduled for 2007 or later.
Some of these are listed for information in section
2.5, “Planned and new projects”.

All commitments are reported in US$. The exchange
rates used were those as of October 5, 2007 in
www.xe.com.

9

Table 2: Exchange rates used
Unit USD
UAC/SDR 1,55

EURO 1,4

NOK 0,18

Pound 2
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III.1 Volume of assistance

In total, 61 projects were identified in 25 African
countries, financed by 10 different donors. The total
amount of (all relevant components of) all projects
was US$234 million.

It is difficult to say whether the amount of relevant
ODA is “large” or “small”, because this depends on
what it is compared to. For example, it appears small
compared to the US$31.4 billion of total ODA to sub-
Saharan Africa from all donors in 2005 alone. Howe-
ver, it is on the same order of magnitude as the level
of assistance to Africa reported to DAC for the “Mine-
ral resources and mining” sector during a similar pe-
riod (CRS code 322; see Box 3 for more details on
what this code includes.). The amount to this sector
during the two-year period 2004-2005 (2006 is not
yet available) was US$316.8 million (see Inception re-
port, p. 27-29).

However, the figures for ODA relevant to this project
and the DAC figures are not directly comparable, no-
tably because the DAC figures do not include 2006,
and the relevant ODA figures include commitments
that may precede 2004 and/or extend beyond 2006.
Moreover, while some of the relevant ODA may be a
subset of ODA to ”Mineral resources and mining”, at
least much of it is not. This is because some donors
told us that their agencies probably coded some rele-
vant projects under ”governance” (sector code 151)
which is a separate ”sector” within the CRS system,
and a project may not be coded under more than
one CRS ”sector”.

Box 2: CRS sector code "Mineral resources
and mining" (322)

The CRS on-line users’ guide provides the following
information regarding the content/use of the “Mineral
resources and mining” codes (322). The sub-code
most relevant to the present survey is probably “Mi-
neral/mining policy and administrative management”
(32210).

32210: Mineral/mining policy and administrative
management: Mineral and mining sector policy, plan-
ning and programs; mining legislation, mining cadas-
tre, mineral resources inventory, information systems,
institution[al] capacity building and advice; unspeci-
fied mineral resources exploitation.

32220: Mineral prospection and exploration: Geo-
logy, geophysics, geochemistry; excluding hydrogeo-
logy (14010) and environmental geology (41010),
mineral extraction and processing, infrastructure,
technology, economics, safety and environment ma-
nagement.

32261: Coal: Including lignite and peat.

32262: Oil and Gas: Petroleum, natural gas, conden-
sates, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), liquefied natural
gas (LNG); including drilling and production.

32263: Ferrous metals: Iron and ferro-alloy metals.

32264: Nonferrous metals: Aluminium, copper, lead,
nickel, tin, zinc.

32265: Precious metal/materials: Gold, silver, plati-
num, diamonds, gemstones.

32266: Industrial minerals: Baryte, limestone, felds-
par, kaolin, sand, gypsym, gravel,
ornamental stones.

32267: Fertilizer minerals: Phosphates, potash.

32268: Offshore minerals: Polymetallic nodules,
phosphorites, marine placer deposits.

Source: OECD/DAD CRS Users’ Guide

Donors also have provided indirect assistance,
e.g., in more generic governance programs that
affect but do not specifically address the extractive
industries. For example, bilateral budget support that
may address governance of the extractive industries
through policy dialogue is generally not captured by
the survey, except in the case of the World Bank, for
which it was usually possible to isolate relevant por-
tions due to the coding of particular amounts against
specific policy conditionalities.

Finally, despite efforts to be comprehensive, survey
results undoubtedly reflect the willingness and/or abi-
lity of particular donor officials to provide the reques-
ted information.

Table 3 shows total dollar amounts by donor and
recipient, while Table 4 shows number of projects by
donor and recipient.

III. Findings
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III.2 Main donors and contributions
by recipient country

a. Main donors

The largest donor of assistance relevant to this sur-
vey is the World Bank, which accounts for around
70% (US$163 million). After the World Bank, the lar-
gest donors are the European Commission (12% of
the total), Norway (10%), and the African Develop-
ment Bank (6%). In terms of numbers of projects, the
largest donor was also World Bank (25), followed by
the IMF (14), Norway (8), and the African Develop-
ment Bank, European Commission and United
States with 3 apiece.

Of the World Bank total, US$133 million, or around
80%, is in the form of concessional IDA credits. (One
project is a non-concessional IBRD credit.). Much of
the US$13.5 million from the African Development
Bank is also in the form of credits.

The European Commission is the largest grant donor
(although it only registers a total of three projects), fol-
lowed by Norway (8 projects) and the UK (2 projects).

The World Bank funding includes trust-fund resources.
The main donors to relevant WB-managed trust funds
are the UK and Norway. Other important trust-fund do-
nors include Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Ger-
many, the Netherlands, and the EC. (World Bank trust
funds are discussed further in section III.3.a)
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Table 4: Number of projects by donor and recipient

World Bank EC Norway AfDB UK US Germany IMF Japan Portugal TOTAL

Angola 1 2 3

Cameroon 1 1

C.A. Republic 2 2

Chad 1 1 2

Congo B 1 1

Cote d'Ivoire 1 1

DRC 2 2

Equ Guinea 2 2

Gabon 1 1 2

Ghana 1 1 1 1 1 5

Guinea 2 2

Kenya 1 1

Madagascar 1 1

Mali 1 1 1 3

Mauretania 3 1 1 5

Mozambique 1 1 1 3

Namibia 2 2

Niger 1 1

Nigeria 2 1 1 4

Regional 1 1 2

Sao Tome & P. 1 1 2

Sierra Leone 2 1 2 5

Sudan 1 1

Tunisia 1 1

Uganda 1 1 1 3

Zambia 1 1 2 4

TOTAL 25 3 8 3 2 3 1 14 1 1 61

Source: Econ Pöyry, based on data from relevant donors

A blank cell does not necessarily mean no relevant assistance, but that a donor provided no information on relevant
assistance projects for that country.



Donor overview

This section provides a brief overview and some clari-
fications regarding relevant assistance by major do-
nors. The presentation is divided into multilaterals
and bilaterals, in order of relevant portfolio size.

Multilaterals

TheWorld Bank (a co-sponsor of this survey) is the lar-
gest donor of ODA relevant to the survey. Approxima-
tely 80% of World Bank support is in the form of loans.

An important vehicle for World Bank efforts to pro-
mote improved governance in the extractive indus-
tries is policy dialogue underpinned by budget
support. Other donors also provide important budget
support, often in support of World Bank programs.
However, no bilateral budget support was included in
the survey since it was not possible to clearly identify
relevant components in the way that it was for World
Bank budget support programs. The World Bank
codes its budget support financing according to the
nature of the specific triggers/conditionalities. This al-
lows the share of the support relevant to fulfillment of
a particular condition to be quantified. Budget sup-
port as a vehicle for addressing governance/EI rela-
ted issues is discussed in section III.3.a.

In addition to its own projects, the World Bank ma-
nages a number of Trust funds specifically targeting
governance of the extractive industries, including the
Multi-donor. Trust Fund for implementation of the Ex-
tractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) and
the Petroleum Governance Initiative (PGI). The World
Bank trust funds are discussed in more detail in sec-
tion 2.3.5.

The European Commission is one of the major do-
nors in the extractive sector as a whole in terms of
project financing, although only three governance-re-
lated projects were identified in the sector. Manage-
ment of EC development assistance is largely
decentralized to EC delegations in recipient coun-
tries. As per advice from country desk officers and
EC officials in Brussels, data collection for the EC
was based on direct contacts with EC and Europaid
delegations in Africa. We received responses from
nearly all local delegations identified in the Inception
report as likely to be active; however the majority
confirmed no relevant projects.

Of the three relevant EC projects identified, one is a
support project complementing larger investments
where capital was raised in private markets, while
two are part of broader technical assistance of which
only a portion is included in this survey. Nevertheless,
the EC still emerges as the largest donor of relevant
grant-based assistance.

The African Development Bank (AfDB) (a survey co-
sponsor) also has three projects directly relevant to
this survey during the 2004-2006 period. For one
project, only a small part was considered relevant to
EI governance, while the two others were considered
fully relevant. Two of the three projects (40% in value
terms) were loans.

The September 2007 “Report of the Task Force re-
garding Bank engagement in the extractive indus-
tries” notes that the cumulative volume of AfDB
lending to the EI sector over the past three decades
has been US$1.6 billion, though this represents “a
very small share (3.4 percent) of the Bank’s total len-
ding”. Over 80% of this reportedly consisted of direct
investments to enhance productive capacity, while
technical assistance for capacity building represented
13%. In the early 1990s the AfDB shifted its interven-
tions in the EI sector away from a focus on large-
scale public-sector companies to initiatives
promoting private investment, including through insti-
tutional capacity building and policy reforms, as well
as direct investments in private-sector operations in
the sector.

In addition to this, “recent reform programs suppor-
ted by the Bank have addressed the issue of public
financial management in some resource rich coun-
tries and stressed propoor public expenditures and
job creation for vulnerable groups, particularly for
those living in the zones where extraction or produc-
tion is located.” Capacity-building programs have in-
cluded modernization of mining cadastres and
geological surveys, strengthening environmental ma-
nagement capacity of sector institutions and training
sector managers. As part of its Law for Development
Strategy, the AfDB’s Legal Service Department is to
establish an African Legal Support Facility, which will
be able to provide support preparing EI laws and re-
gulations, review existing legislation to ensure it al-
lows for “proper public disclosures”, conduct training
workshops and provide legal support in contract ne-
gotiations.
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The technical assistance provided by the Internatio-
nal Monetary Fund (IMF) is related to missions to reci-
pient countries, in connection with which reviews and
assessments are followed by recommendations. The
duration of missions varies from one to two weeks of
intensive analysis and advice, at relatively low costs
compared to larger programs registered by other do-
nors, though impact could be high. The IMF hence
has a relatively large number of projects included in
the survey, but a low total in terms of dollar amounts
financed.

Bilaterals

Norway (a survey co-sponsor) is engaged in EI go-
vernance under the umbrella of the Oil for Develop-
ment program, and more recently as the host of the
EITI Secretariat. In addition to bilateral assistance,
Norway contributes to the EITI Multi-donor trust
fund managed by the World Bank. In 2007 it began
to bilaterally finance the Petroleum Governance Ini-
tiative (PGI), a trust fund under the Norwegian Trust
Fund for Private Sector Investments (NTF-PSI), also
managed by the World Bank. Bilateral technical as-
sistance is channeled through relatively broad fra-
mework agreements with authorities in seven
African countries, managed by the local Norwegian
embassies. These agreements specify scope, the-
matic issues and financing but do not define activi-
ties upfront. The agreements are implemented
through work programs between specialized institu-
tions both within the Norwegian government (Minis-
try of Oil and Energy, Norwegian Petroleum
Directorate) and outside it (Intsok, Petrad). While
some of these intermediate bodies are non-govern-
mental, as long as both financing and end-recipients
are public, and activities are deemed relevant, they
have been included in the survey. The relevant per-
centage of total commitments to include for the fra-
mework agreements was determined in consultation
with Norad.

The United Kingdom channels most of its assistance
for EI governance through World Bank-managed
Trust funds, especially the Multi-donor trust fund for
the EITI, a program initially launched by DFID. Some
EITI-related assistance is also provided bilaterally,
such as in Ghana and more importantly in Nigeria.
Country-level dialogue that is not necessarily asso-
ciated with projects and funding is also important,

often in collaboration with other donors, although this
is not included in the survey.

The United States primarily engages in EI gover-
nance support through bilateral contributions to EITI
and also by providing capacity building and institutio-
nal support related to the West Africa Pipeline (al-
though only a portion of the latter was counted.).
USAID also engages in generic environmental policy
development in a few countries, though this was not
directly related to the extractive industries and hence
not included in this survey. A number of USAID pro-
jects promoting governance of the extractive indus-
tries through support to civil society organizations or
direct engagement with private sector companies
were also able to be not included4.

Germany had one project in Ghana included in the
survey, although at least three other relevant projects
fall outside the survey period, including two related to
minerals certification schemes.

Japan had only one project included in this survey, a
component of a wider mining sector promotion pro-
ject. A potentially relevant project is now being under-
taken in Zambia, although this falls outside the
timeframe of the survey.

Portugal is a relatively small donor with a focus on its
former colonies, several of which have important pe-
troleum and mining sectors. The only project inclu-
ded in this survey was a component of a larger
capacity-building project in Mozambique that provi-
ded training in Portugal to public-sector staff working
in the EI industry.

France is an important donor in Africa in general, and
to the francophone countries in particular. While
France provides technical assistance to the mining
and petroleum industries in Angola, Madagascar, Ca-
meroon, Gabon and ECOWAS, such assistance is
not explicitly governance–related, so has not been in-
cluded in the survey. Similarly, French governance
support to financial management not specifically lin-
ked to the EI sector is also not included in this survey,
although both groups of assistance could include
components that are at least indirectly relevant. Fi-
nally, small activities including facilitation of an EITI
workshop in Niger have been supported, but without
substantial resources attached.
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4 A possibly relevant Anti-corruption project in Sierra Leone was identified through internet searches, but the team was not able to obtain the necessary details
form the USAID delegation in Freetown; the project was subsequently not included in the survey.



The French Development Agency (AFD) has a very
good database for its projects, searchable by country
and sector5. However, a search within the extractive
industries category yielded no projects. A search by
country for potential recipients identified in the incep-
tion report yielded two projects in Mauritania, of
which one was a pure investment project. The other,
which could be considered “borderline”, financed
technical training and investments in the national in-
dustrial and mining company (SNIM), though was not
explicitly governance-related6, so not included in the
survey. Significant assistance from the Netherlands is
provided through the EITI MDTF managed by the
World Bank, as well as through country-level dia-
logue, including through participation in broader bud-
get support operations with other donors. However,
no projects implemented by the Netherlands on its
own have been included in the survey at this point.

Donors that have not provided information

The Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA) has a user-friendly project database on its
website. Searches by country and by sector did not
yield any projects relevant to the survey, although a
few addressed financial management and gover-
nance issues more generally. Although initial contact
with CIDA officials indicated that there may be some
relevant projects, no information was received within
the survey deadline.

Belgium provides some general governance-related
support and forestry-related support, neither of which
is able to be included in this survey. Although Belgian
officials indicated there may be been one or more re-
levant projects, no information was subsequently
provided within the survey deadline.

Spain was identified by the inception report as a po-
tential donor, but attempted contacts with embassies

in development-cooperation partner-countries yielded
no response. Thus no Spanish projects have been in-
cluded in the survey.

Observations on activities by main donors

On a country level, donors engaged in EI gover-
nance seem well-informed about relevant projects
of other donors. Although assessing the coordina-
tion of this type of assistance was not within the
scope of this study, communication with local dele-
gations revealed inter-agency information sharing on
the issue, or at least knowledge about others were
doing on a country level in the EI sector. In some
cases, this information sharing appeared to take
place in the context of specific national-level institu-
tions such as national EITI organizations. Some do-
nors were thus able to provide us with leads on
projects by other donors, with whom we were able to
follow up directly.

Although the EITI framework appears to be an im-
portant venue for discussing governance of the ex-
tractive industries some projects with close ties to
EITI institutions were not included because they tar-
geted civil society organizations (e.g., a USAID pro-
ject in Nigeria, discussed briefly under “Near
misses” in section 2.4). Table 6 provides an over-
view of recipient countries’ status/level within the
EITI.

Donors also provide indirect funding via the multi-
laterals. In addition to their bilateral support pro-
grams, donors some finance technical assistance to
the extractive industries through the multilaterals,
both generally and through specifically targeted trust
funds. Perhaps the most important trust fund in the
context of this survey is the EITI Multi-donor Trust
Fund (MDTF). Table 5 shows commitments and dis-
bursements to this fund by donor.
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5 http://www.afd.fr/jahia/Jahia/home/NosProjets
6 http://www.afd.fr/jahia/Jahia/home/NosProjets/accespays?pays=MR&srcpage=lstpays&projet=585



b. Main recipients

The recipients of support relevant to this survey
was Nigeria (30% of total in terms bof expenditure
commitment), followed by DRC (9%), Uganda
(9%), Mauritania (8%), Zambia (8%), Ghana (6%)
and Mozambique (5%).7 In Nigeria, the World Bank,
UK and Norway contributed. In the DRC, the World
Bank is the only donor of relevant assistance. (Al-
though the EC is preparing a natural resources ma-
nagement project in the DRC, this will only be active
in 2008 and hence was not included in the calcula-
tions.) Major donors of relevant assistance to Uganda
are World Bank, the African Development Bank and
Norway.

If World Bank budget support is excluded, the order
of top recipients remains nearly the same, except se-
cond-place DRC drops to eighth place.

If loans are excluded, the largest recipients would be
Zambia, Ghana and DRC with about 15% of expen-
diture commitment apiece, followed by Uganda
(12%) and Nigeria (11%).

In terms of numbers of projects, the largest recipients
are Ghana, Mauritania and Sierra Leone with 5 pro-
jects apiece, followed by Nigeria and Zambia with 4
projects each, and Angola, Mali, Mozambique and
Uganda with 3 projects apiece.

A complete list of recipients, including amounts and
numbers of projects by donor, is provided in Table 3
and Table 4. Annex 2 provides details on all projects,
including descriptions, commitment amounts, and
proposed categorizations under different
dimensions.
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7 The Central African Republic initially came up as the third largest recipient by way of a budget support operation from 2006. This operation was actually
an arrears clearance operation, however, where of USD82 million, 75 went directly into debt payments and USD7 constituted budget support. Using the
coding from the World Bank project system where 25% was estimated relevant for the mining (diamond) industry, USD1.75 million was estimated relevant
to this survey, i.e., 25% of the USD7 million rather than USD82 million.

Table 5: EITI Multi-donor Trust Fund: Sources of funds (as of June 30, 2007)
Donor Actuals (US$ ‘000) Commitments(US$) Projected Total (US$)

DFID 6,489,000 -- 6,489,000

Norway - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 994,000 -- 994,000

Norway – NORAD 79,000 -- 79,000

The Netherlands 1,000,000 500,000 1,500,000

Germany 430,000 160,000 590,000

France 500,000 500,000

Australia 209,000 209,000

Canada 1,000,000 1,000,000

Belgium 679,000 679,000

EC

Sub-total 8,992,000 3,048,000 12,040,000

Investment Income (339,000), net 5% admin. fee (395,000) -56,000 -- -56,000

Confirmed and Expected Funds as of June 30, 2007 8,936,000 3,048,000 11,984,000

Source: World Bank



Countries that have received EI/governance TA tend
to be slightly more advanced in terms of EITI adhe-
rence than those receiving small amounts or no
such TA. However this correlation is not very strong.
Two of the top three recipients of governance-related
assistance in the EI are also implementing EITI, with
Nigeria in the most advanced EITI category and recei-
ving the largest amount of assistance relevant to this
survey. Zambia, the second-highest recipient of rele-
vant assistance, is the exception, although the Zam-
bian government reportedly has recently expressed
interest in the EITI principles. Cameroon, on the other
hand, is among the most advanced EITI implementing

countries, though has only received small amounts of
governance-related assistance to the EI. A few coun-
tries receive no or relatively small amounts of gover-
nance-related support to the EI sector, despite having
significant extractive industries. This includes Angola,
Chad, Cameroon, Namibia, Tunisia, and Zimbabwe.
However, when reviewing data in the CRS for 2004
and 2005, these countries were also found to receive
little governance-related assistance in general, inclu-
ding to sectors outside the EI, indicating that lack of
assistance to the EI sector may be related to factors
not exclusive to that sector. (A gap analysis was not
within the terms of reference of this survey.)
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Table 6: EITI status and funds received 2004-2006 Of which EITI MDTF

Country Total Relevant ODA (US$)
Of which EITI MDTF

grant (US$) credit (US$)

Candidate countries: Produced at least one EITI report

Nigeria 69,963,100 2,220,000

Mauritania 18,785,000 240,000 17,600,000

Ghana 13,620,000 249,000

Gabon 3,891,000 3,800,000

Guinea 729,000 569,000

Cameroon 130,000 130,000

Other candidate countries: "Pre-validated" September 2007

Niger 9,750,000 9,750,000

Mali 4,773,000 3,900,000

Liberia

In Progress: "Pre-validation" expected in 2007

Democratic Republic of Congo 21,500,000 8,000,000

Sierra Leone 7,195,500

Sao Tome and Principe 5,225,900 5,000,000

Madagascar 4,725,000

Republic of Congo 4,500,000 4,500,000

Chad 566,750 500,000

Equatorial Guinea 69,000

In Progress: Recent Commitment

Cote d' Ivoire 900,000

Botswana

Burkina Faso

Non-EITI: In dialogue

Uganda 20,812,500 10,000,000

Zambia 18,313,000 4,200,000

Mozambique 11,009,520

Kenya 9,600,000 9,600,000

Angola 4,832,000

CAR 2,200,000

Sudan 911,520

South Africa

Tanzania

Source: World Bank and EITI



III.3 Categorization of assistance

“Governance of the extractive industries” is a po-
tentially broad term; decisions regarding which
projects to include depend on the definition used.
Admissible projects include those discussed in sec-
tion 1.3, including examples in Box 1. Improvements
to governance in the extractive industries arguably
could also include efforts to enhance corporate go-
vernance of private-sector actors or participation and
oversight by civil society organizations. However, the
latter two categories are not included in this survey
because coverage was limited to projects between
official entities, including state-owned companies as
recipients.

“Governance of the extractive industries” is not a
specific category of assistance for most donors.
Moreover, cross coding, which might have more ea-
sily captured projects related to both the extractive
industries and governance, seems to be rarely used
by most donors. This is perhaps related to the fact
that it is not possible in the OECD/DAC CRS data-
base, where projects must be coded under only one
“sector”, e.g., minerals (322) or the governance “sec-
tor” (151). Based on conversations with donors, most
relevant projects may have been coded internally as
governance-related rather than EI-related. However, it
has been difficult to verify this with any certainty,
since it was generally difficult to get information on ei-
ther internal or CRS-coding of individual projects.
(While we talked primarily to those responsible for
projects in local country delegations, these were not
necessarily the ones doing the coding.) For many
donor agencies, a number of different departments
deal with the type of assistance relevant to this sur-
vey. These include private-sector development,
energy/oil/gas/mining, and governance sections. Do-
nors also use other categories to describe these pro-
jects, such as “education” and “environment”, among
others.

One important objective of the present work has
been to develop categories that can describe and
distinguish between different types of activities in a
way that is meaningful for donors. For example,
such categorizations could be used to facilitate future
analyses of gaps and overlaps, as well as donors’
comparative advantages.

Five dimensions of categories are outlined below. The
inception report originally proposed two dimensions
for categorization: impact area and recipient institu-
tion. In reviewing and categorizing projects, and in
consultation with donors, the team also came up
with additional ideas for dimensions. Each of these
and their accompanying categories is elaborated
below, and their usefulness discussed in light of the
survey findings. Based on this, Econ Pöry found
three categories to be potentially most useful.

The five dimensions (category sets) reviewed were:

• Impact area: financial, economic, resource ma-
nagement, social, environment.

• Activity type: Capacity building, institutional sup-
port, studies and diagnostics, overall policy dia-
logue

• Location in the extractive “value stream”: pre-ex-
traction, post-extraction

• Recipient: including level (ministerial level, local
level, etc.) and recipient type (e.g., ministry of fi-
nance, production ministry, ministry of environ-
ment, stateowned company.)

• Bilateral vs. multilateral, e.g., whether provided
by a bilateral donor or multilateral donor, inclu-
ding via trust funds administered by the latter.

One project often qualified for several categories wi-
thin the same dimension. For example, as noted
below, the same project may seek to have both envi-
ronmental and financial impact, include both training
and consultant services, or focus on pre- as well as
post-extraction interventions. The section below ex-
plores the possible implications of this, as well as the
extent to which some dimensions are parallel and
perhaps redundant. Annex 2 indicates the tentative
category assignments for each project across three
of the dimensions.

a. Impact areas

The impact area of a project indicates the sphere in
which the project aims to have a positive impact. The
impact areas proposed in the inception report were
environment, social, economic and financial. After re-
view of projects collected, we have added a further
category, resource management.
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Environmental impact includes any assistance that
aims at mitigating negative environmental impacts of
the extractive activity. This could include mecha-
nisms and procedures for environmental impact as-
sessments and risk mitigation measures, for
example in the Tunisia Environment Capacity Buil-
ding project financed by the AfDB.

The category alternatively could be named HSE to
encompass the health and safety issues that often
are grouped with the environment within company
management of the EI sector. However, only one
project in the survey actually appears to deal with
health and safety issues (along with environmental
issues): the World Bank’s Economic Rehabilitation
and Recovery IV project in Sierra Leone.

Social impact could include efforts to strengthen
participation and consultations, resettlement and
compensation schemes, mitigation mechanisms for
marginalized groups and civil society oversight. An
example of this is a World Bank project in Guinea
that seeks to develop a framework for community
development in a mining region, based on expe-
riences from other mining communities.8

Economic impact-area activities include projects
that seek to promote economic linkages between
the extractive industries and the rest of the eco-
nomy, including promotion of local content; to diver-
sify the economy away from dependence on
resource revenues, to build alternative livelihood op-
portunities for people in areas where mining activity
is winding down, or otherwise promote shared
growth as a consequence of resource extraction.
An example of this is the Zambia Mining Sector Di-
versification Program financed by the European
Commission. This project aims to increase export
earnings through economic diversification and to
contribute to poverty alleviation by increasing em-
ployment opportunities in the non-traditional mining
areas.9

Financial impact includes management, accountabi-
lity, and transparency of resourcerelated revenues, in-
cluding auditing and disclosure practices. These are
types of issues addressed for example by the EITI
and supported by the EITI Trust Fund managed by
the World Bank. Examples of this include an assess-
ment in Côte d’Ivoire financed by the World Bank on
taxes and royalties, and IMF advice on tax policies in
Mali, Namibia, Sierra Leone, and Zambia.

Resource management refers to efforts to make the
management of resources more efficient, e.g., by cla-
rifying and registering mining cadastres, and establi-
shing procedures for transparent licensing and
disclosure of investment opportunities. Examples in-
clude the Japan Strategic Plan Survey of Mineral Re-
sources Development in Mauritania and most of the
Norwegian collaboration agreements.

Resource management is the impact area receiving
the most funds. Of the projects surveyed, 10 are ca-
tegorized as resource management only (represen-
ting about 42% of total assistance in dollar terms),
and 29 are categorized as financial only (13%).

Projects that addressed both resource management
and the environment formed the second largest group,
with 8 projects and about 17% of financing. Five pro-
jects are categorized as social, though four are in com-
bination with resource management and/or
environment. The share of social impact projects pro-
bably would be higher if projects targeting non-govern-
mental institutions were also included. For example,
USAID efforts in Nigeria to improve civic oversight of
the extractive industries fund civil society organizations
directly, and hence were not included. Three projects
are categorized as economic impact only, representing
about 12% of total assistance. Eight projects combine
environment with resource management.

Some 14 projects address environmental impacts,
though only one addresses the environment exclusively.
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8 Social impact projects may often include projects that target civil society organizations (not included in the survey), e.g., the Advocacy, Awareness and Civic
Empowerment (ADVANCE) program funded by USAID in Nigeria to advocate greater transparency in oil revenue management within the framework of the EITI.
9 This project includes support to government institutions as well as non-governmental organizations. One third of the total project cost was considered rele-
vant to this survey, specifically the third component addressing institutional capacity in public institutions. Local content and economic diversification programs
are often targeting outside public institutions.



The three categories used by the Norwegian Oil for
Development framework (“revenue management”,
“resource management”, and “environmental mana-
gement”) were also considered. While the spectrum
of impacts covered by the suggested categories in
this survey is more comprehensive than those of the
Oil for Development program, the relative lack of “so-
cial” and “economic” projects found in the survey
suggests that these could be combined with each
other or even with a broader “revenue management”
category if a system with fewer categories is desired.

b. Recipient institution

Distinguishing projects by recipient institution could
relate to the level at which interaction with authorities
takes place, e.g., Ministry, Directorate, local authori-
ties, or to the recipient institution’s area of responsibi-
lity, e.g., a production ministry (such as the Ministry of
Mines) or Ministry of Petroleum, the finance ministry,
the environment ministry, or a state-owned company.

Most projects have one umbrella institution as in-
terlocutor, often at a high level in Government, res-
ponsible for the overall program. Activities are then
spread among relevant public bodies, including state
companies. For the most part, donors have a minis-
try as the primary interface, sometimes with additio-
nal institutions participating, explicitly or implicitly.
While overall policy dialogue may take place with the
ministries of finance or planning, technical proce-

dures and resource management may address the
sector ministry directly. Budget support programs or
broader World Bank projects often have the Ministry
of Finance as the primary counterpart, with specific
work programs in collaboration with sector ministries.
Projects could also directly work with local govern-
ment authorities, such as the above-mentioned
USAID project in Mali with the community of Sanso,
and a World Bank supported Community Develop-
ment experience project in Guinea.

Most projects have ministries as their primary
counterpart. Around 40 projects interact with a mi-
nistry as its primary counterpart – about half of these
with various sector ministries and half with “generic”
ministries, such as finance, planning, or budget. All
IMF projects list the Ministry of Finance as the reci-
pient institution, representing a large amount of pro-
jects but small amount of funds. Four projects work
directly with directorates, seven support the national
EITI Secretariats, and one project works with a local
community. Two projects work with state-owned
companies, of which one is listing both the ministry of
energy and the state-owned company as
recipients.

But there are different ways to define “recipient ins-
titution”. This may be the one which signs the agree-
ment, receives the funds, implements the activities, or
ultimately benefits from them. The government party
can be variously referred to as “client”, “borrower”,
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Table 7: Projects by “impact area”

Category
Number
of projects

Total commit-ment
(US$)

% of total
commit-ment

Average project
size (US$)

Donors (No.
of projects)

Main recipients
(No. of projects)

Financial 29 29,851,520 12.8% 1,105,612

IMF (12), WB
(10), US (2),
UK (2), Nor-

way, Portugal

Ghana (4), Chad (2), Eq.
Guinea (2), Mali (2), Nami-
bia (2), Nigeria (2), Sierra

Leone (2), Zambia (2), Re-
gional (2)

Resource
management

10 98,010,420 41.9% 9,801,042
WB (6), Nor
(3), Japan

DRC (2), Angola, CAR,
Cote d'Ivoire, Nigeria, Sao
Tome & P., Sierra Leone,

Sudan, Uganda

Economic 3 27,800,000 11.9% 9,266,667 WB (2), EC Zambia (2), Kenya

Social 1 160,000 0.1% 160,000 WB Guinea

Environmental 1 200,000 0.1% 200,000 AfDB Tunisia

Resource
management +
Environmental

8 38,648,100 16.5% 4,831,013
Norway (4),

WB (2), EC (2)

Sierra Leone (2), Ghana,
Madagascar, Mauritania,
Mozambique, Nigeria,

Uganda
Other
combinations

9 37,745,000 16.1% 4,193,889
WB (5), AfDB
(2), IMF, US

Source: Econ Pöyry, based on data from relevant donors



“beneficiary”, or “implementing agency”; and different
institutions may be defined as the recipient depending
on how the question is asked. Comparisons across
donors may therefore be difficult. A project may be de-
veloped with one institution and executed with several;
or a non-governmental agency may implement a pro-
ject targeting public institutions10.

To illustrate the complexity of counterpart institutions,
the national Secretariats for EITI can serve as exam-
ples. The EITI-related support, as well as much of the
country-level dialogue on governance and transpa-
rency of the extractive industries, usually goes directly
to national EITI Secretariats. However, such secreta-
riats are housed in different ministries in different coun-
tries. For example, in the case of the Nigerian EITI,
and pending an official "home" ministry, this is a part
of the Office of the Federal President. In Mauritania,
the National EITI Committee is led by the Prime Minis-
ter’s Economic Advisor but depends at an institutional
level on the Ministry of Economy and Finance working
across units with the Oil and Mines sectors.

Due to the complexity that may be involved in defi-
ning the real recipient (as opposed to the initial funds
recipient or funds manager), this dimension appears
to be difficult to use in practice and may result in mis-
leading information.

c. Activity type

Projects can be categorized according to the acti-
vity type they sponsor, e.g., institutional support, ca-
pacity building, diagnostics, and policy dialogue.
In our proposed categorization, examples of Institu-
tional support could include development of methods
for environmental impact assessments, monitoring
tools, computerization, and establishment of legal
frameworks.

Capacity building refers to TA targeting public officials
with workshops, seminars and training in-country or
abroad. The USAID-financed Resource Center for
Energy Economics and Regulation (RCEER) in Ghana
is an example of this, as is the Portuguese training for
public officials in the petroleum sector in Mozam-
bique. Diagnostics are studies, audits, or assess-
ments that aim to underpin further support, identify
problem areas or simply gain a better understanding
of the sector and its governance challenges. They

can cover specific technical issues or provide an ove-
rall description of status and problem areas. An
example is the mining sector assessment in the Cen-
tral African Republic financed by the World Bank, the
audit in Côte d’ Ivoire, also with World Bank finan-
cing, and a number of IMF missions.

Policy dialogue describes the broader discussion
between recipient government and donor (typically a
multilateral) on how to best manage the EI and its re-
lated revenues. It can include large World Bank-led
budget-support programs that release tranches of
finance subject to agreed triggers or conditions defi-
ned by EI governance-related policy dialogue, as well
as IMF missions that advise on public policy.

Projects featuring a combination of capacity buil-
ding and institutional support receive the bulk of the
financing: 21 projects, accounting for nearly 60% of
total assistance were in this combination category.

Nineteen projects are categorized as purely policy
dialogue, which is the second biggest category, at
US$40 million or 17% of the total. The policy dia-
logue projects are for the most part World Bank bud-
get-support programs and IMF missions. In the case
of the IMF, the reported activities are mostly carried
out as part of IMF staff missions to recipient coun-
tries, and include assessments, reviews and advice
to authorities.

By counting only the IMF-sponsored policy dialogue
projects one can get a measure for the non-DPL po-
licy dialogue, for which the total amount is only
US$850,000. No projects by bilateral donors have
been categorized as policy dialogue, perhaps largely
because no budget support from bilateral donors has
been included in the survey.

Six projects are diagnostics, financed by the World
Bank, IMF, and Japan; two of these are in combination
with Institutional support. Ten projects are capacity
building only, and five are institutional support only.

Bilateral donors tend to mainly provide capacity buil-
ding and institutional support. Of the projects wor-
king with sector institutions in the recipient country,
including EITI Secretariats, all but two are capacity
building, institutional support, or a combination of the
two.
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indirect project beneficiaries.



d. Stage of intervention

Another way of categorizing assistance could be by
stage of intervention (‘preextraction’ or ‘post-extrac-
tion). According to our proposed definition, resource
mapping, geological surveys, database systems, li-
censing systems, regulatory frameworks and capacity
building for environmental impact assessments would
be preextraction activities, while monitoring of revenue
streams, accountability and audits, tax regimes, and
ensuring local development impact through social in-
vestments would be post-extraction activities.

Examples of pre-extractive activities include all AfDB
and Norwegian projects identified by the survey,
since these are typically concerned with licensing,
mapping and monitoring systems and environmental
issues. Post-extraction projects include the World
Bank- financed Institutional Reform Support Credit in

Chad aimed at enhancing transparency, accountabi-
lity and efficient use of public resources. Activities
supported in the EITI framework also are generally
“post-extraction” activities.

The collected projects appear to be evenly divided
between the two categories. There are 30 post-ex-
traction projects and 28 pre-extraction, and three
with a combination of the two. In terms of funding,
however, post-extraction represents only about 14%
of the total, pre-extraction 82%, while 4% of the total
envelope qualifies for both categories.

Of the projects categorized as post-extraction, all but
one includes financial impact objectives. The pre-ex-
traction projects tend to fall into the resource-mana-
gement and HSE categories. All projects categorized
as economic impact projects under the impactarea
dimension also fall in the pre-extraction category.
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Table 8: Projects by “activity type”

Category
Number of
projects

Total commit-
ment (US$)

% of total
commitment

Average project
size (US$)

Donors (No. of
projects)

Main recipients

Cap. building 10 15,722,420 6.7% 1,572,242
US (3), AfDB (2), Nor-
way (2), WB, Portugal

Regional (2), Angola,
Ghana, Mali, Muritania,

Mozambique, Sao
Tome & P., Tunisia,

Uganda

Diagnostic 4 1,419,000 0.6% 354,750 IMF (2), WB (2)
Eq. Guinea (2), CAR,

Cote d'Ivoire

Inst. Support 5 28,759,500 12.3% 5,751,900 WB (4), AfDB
Guinea, Kenya, Mali,

Mozambique, Uganda

Policy dialogue 19 40,406,500 17.3% 2,126,658 WB (8), IMF (10)
Sierra Leone (4), Chad
(2), Gabon (2), Namibia

(2), Zambia (2)
Diagnostic +
Inst. Support

2 8,855,000 3.8% 4,427,500 Japan, WB Mauritania, DRC

Cap. Building
+ Inst. Support

21 138,652,620 59.3% 6,932,631
WB (9), Nor (6), UK (2),

EC (2), Germany

Nigeria (4), Ghana (3),
Mauritania (2), Zambia

(2)

Source: Econ Pöyry, based on data from relevant donors

Table 9: stage of intervention

Category
Number
of projects

Total commitment
(US$)

% of total
commitment

Average project
size (US$)

Donors (No. of
projects)

Main recipients

Pre-extraction 28 192,763,520 82.4% 6,884,411
WB (12), Norway
(7), AfDB (3), EC

(3), IMF (2), Japan

Zambia (4), Mauritania (3),
Sierra Leone (3), Uganda
(3), DRC (2), Mozambique

(2), Nigeria (2)

Post-extraction 30 32,051,520 13.7% 1,068,384

IMF (12), WB (11),
UK (2), US (2), Ger-
many, Norway, Por-

tugal

Ghana (3), Mali (3)

Pre + Post 3 9,000,000 3.8% 3,000,000 WB (2), US
Ghana, Gabon,
Sao Tome & P

Source: Econ Pöyry, based on data from relevant donors



e. Bilateral and multilateral financing

Multilateral financing constitutes US$204.5 million,
or 87% of total assistance. This contrasts with a fi-
gure of 21% of total ODA provided by multilateral or-
ganizations to all sectors in Africa.11

It should be kept in mind that bilateral donors covered
by the survey also provide assistance through the mul-
tilateral institutions in addition to their own bilateral as-
sistance, either generally or through purpose-specific
trust funds. Comparing across donors hence does not
necessarily provide the total picture of which donor
contributes the most to promotion of EI governance.

Within World Bank assistance, it could be useful to
point out three somewhat overlapping funding me-
chanisms: regular lending versus grants; assistance
provided by World Bank-managed trust funds; and
budget support operations (“Development Policy
Lending” -- DPL).

Budget support

Budget support programs are important vehicles
for policy dialogue on governance issues. Budget
support programs represent seven out of 25 Bank
projects included in this survey, or about 22% of the

dollar amount of the World Bank’s relevant portfolio.
World Bank budget support is referred to as Deve-
lopment Policy Lending (DPL).

Almost by definition, linking budget-support funds to
particular sectors/issues is difficult. While some do-
nors code this type of assistance according to bud-
get categories in the recipient country, the World
Bank tends to estimate the sector share according to
what conditionalities are attached to the support pro-
gram. The figures used in the survey represent the
amount of budget support received as a condition of
a particular set of reforms in EI governance. This sur-
vey only includes World Bank budget support pro-
grams where the Bank could provide figures for the
share of the project that was relevant for this review.

Budget-support assistance considered relevant for
this survey accounts for US$ 35 million, or 22% of
total World Bank support. Approximately 40% of
budget-support program funds are in the form of
loans, the rest credits. If such budget-support pro-
grams were excluded, the World Bank would remain
the largest donor, but the DRC would move down the
list of largest recipients to position seven. The largest
recipients would then be Nigeria, Mauritania, Zambia,
and Uganda. Generally, however, the main recipients
and donors would remain the same.
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http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/52/9/1893143.xls



While it may make sense to consider the World
Bank’s development policy lending (DPL) as a spe-
cial form of assistance, such activities represent an
important vehicle for addressing governance issues.
These programs may be important entry points for po-
licy dialogue and may allow donors to embark upon
sensitive questions involving transparency and ac-
countability for extractive-industry revenues. For
example, in the Central African Republic, Chad, DRC,
Gabon, Sierra Leone, and Niger, budget support has
been used as a vehicle to address governance of the
extractive industries through policy dialogue. Budget
support operations also represent an important vehicle
for joint partner dialogue with recipient countries. In
the context of the Sierra Leone Programmatic Govern-
ment Reform and Growth Support, budgetary support
is also available from the AfDB, the United Kingdom

(UK) Department for International Development (DfID)
and the EC. However, as noted above, it would be dif-
ficult to count these bilateral contributions to budget
support in the same way as World Bank budget sup-
port has been counted in the present survey.

Trust Funds

The World Bank manages a number of Trust
Funds specifically addressing governance of the
extractive industries. Two of these are multi-donor
trust funds, one is a bilateral trust fund, and the
fourth is financed by the World Bank’s Development
Grant Facility. The total Trust Fund commitment for
governance-related support to the EI for the period
covered by this study is US$5 million, or 3% of the
World Bank total.
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Table 10: World Bank support excluding DPL and/or loans (US$)

World Bank
World Bank

(Excluding DPL)
World Bank

(Excluding loans)
World Bank

(excluding both loans & DPL)

Angola

Cameroon 130,000 130,000 130,000 130,000

Central African
Republic

2,200,000 450,000 2,200,000 450,000

Chad 500,000

Congo-B 4,500,000 4,500,000

Cote d'Ivoire 900,000 900,000 900,000 900,000

DRC 21,500,000 8,000,000 13,500,000

Equ Guinea

Gabon 3,800,000

Ghana 249,000 249,000 249,000 249,000

Guinea 729,000 729,000 729,000 729,000

Kenya 9,600,000 9,600,000

Madagascar

Mali 3,900,000 3,900,000

Mauretania 17,840,000 17,840,000 240,000 240,000

Mozambique

Namibia

Niger 9,750,000

Nigeria 62,220,000 62,220,000 2,220,000 2,220,000

Sao Tome & Principe 5,000,000 5,000,000

Sierra Leone 5,750,000 5,750,000

Sudan

Tunisia

Uganda 10,000,000 10,000,000

Zambia 4,200,000 4,200,000

Regional

WB TOTAL 162,768,000 127,718,000 25,918,000 4,918,000

Source: Econ Pöyry, based on material from World Bank
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In addition to providing small-scale grant funding for
targeted activities, multi-donor trust funds may consti-
tute important meeting places for partner dialogue, for
example through the CommDev Donor Oversight

Committee or the Norway-World bank consultations
on the Petroleum Governance Initiative (PGI). Table 11
provides an overview of the relevant trust funds and
some of the projects they finance.

Table 11: Key Trust Funds supporting governance/EI
Trust Fund Description Remarks

Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative
(EITI) Multi-Donor
Trust Fund

Multi-donor Trust Fund to support EITI coun-
tries in implementing the EITI requirements

Support provided to five African countries for
atotal amount of US$3,4 million

Petroleum Governance Initiative

Bilateral arrangement between Norway
and the World Bank to support implementa-
tion of petroleum governance frameworks
including resource and revenue manage-
ment, and linkages to environmental and
community issues

Not yet operational

Communities and Small Scale Mining Initia-
tive (CASM)

Contributes to poverty reduction within com-
munities where artisanal and small scale mi-
ning (ASM) is significant. The CASM is
supported by a Multi-donor Trust Fund and
a small grants program financed by the
World bank Development Grant Facility

Support provided to 11 projects 2005-2007
totalling over US$ 500 000

Oil, Gas & Mining Sustainable Community
Development Fund (CommDev)

Aims to facilitate the local development im-
pact of extractive industries projects.

Four projects have been financed for public
and private entities for a total amount of US$
1.5 million

Low Countries Under Stress (LICUS) Trust
Fund

The LICUS Trust Fund provides assistance
to the most marginalized and fragile states in
early policy and institutional reforms, sys-
tems for social service delivery, harmonized
multi-donor approaches promoting visible
results early in a recovery process

Two projects totalling US$ 1350000 in sup-
port of governance of extractive

Source: Econ Pöyry, based on material from World Bank

Credits vs. grants

Relevant projects include credits by the multilate-
rals, in particular the World Bank and the AfDB. In
total, 16 of the identified projects are credits. More
specifically, World Bank assistance includes an IBRD
credit (1 project), IDA credits (12 projects), IDA grants
(4 projects), and various Trust Fund grants (8 pro-
jects). Two out of three projects included from the
African Development Bank are credits.

It could be argued that including credits with grants
mis-states the contributions of some donors. The
issue is especially pertinent with respect to the World
Bank, over 80% of whose portfolio of assistance re-
levant to this survey is composed of credits.

In practice, IDA credits generally are reported at their
full loan amount to OECD/DAC and other monitoring

systems, i.e., they are effectively compared directly
with grants and not discounted to a lower “grant-
equivalent” for such purposes. For simplicity, this
survey counts loans alongside grants using the
loans’ gross value, i.e., planned disbursements wi-
thout taking into account loan repayments or level of
concessionality.

If credits were not included, the EC would be the lar-
gest donor and the World Bank would move into se-
cond place, followed by Norway and the UK. The
largest recipients would then be Zambia, Ghana and
DRC with about 15% of total commitment value
apiece, followed by Uganda (12%) and Nigeria
(11%).

One World Bank official noted that an internal rule of
thumb for estimating the grantequivalency (the value
of the loan’s concessionality) of an IDA credit is to
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12 Telephone conversation with Robert Utz, FRM, World Bank, 7 November 2007.
13 A complication in converting credits to a grant-equivalent is that the concessionary portion of the credit – which is the difference between the IDA terms and
the terms available on the market – is somewhat theoretical and likely to understate its true value of the credit to the borrower. This is because many IDA-suppor-
ted countries do not actually have access to that market, or would have access only under conditions much more onerous than those available to other sove-
reign borrowers. In such a context, “market rates” may hold little meaning. Debt forgiveness and non-payment may also blur the distinction between grants and
loans.

take 65% of the gross value.12 If one discounted the
IDA credits to 65% and removed the nonconcessio-
nal IBRD credit, the World Bank portfolio for this sur-
vey would be reduced by about US$50 million. This
would make the total World Bank contribution
roughly 60% of the total assistance provided by all
donors, still leaving it by far the largest
donor.13

f. Discussion of categories

Since some projects deal with more than one
issue, some fall into more than one category. This is
especially true of the impact-area and activity dimen-
sions. (Annex 2 lists all projects with their assigned
categories in selected dimensions.)

Based on a review of the project data collected, it
is recommended to retain three of the considered
categories. These are: impact area, stage of inter-
vention, andactivity type. Those three appear to be
the most practical in terms of categorizing any given
project in a relatively straightforward and objective
way, and in terms of the usefulness of the information
that they provide.

While impact area is a useful dimension, few “eco-
nomic” and “social” impact projects were found by
this survey. This may be because these types of pro-
jects more typically finance non-state actors, which
do not fall within the scope of the present survey.

The “Recipient–institution” dimension may be diffi-
cult to use. Recipient institution can provide informa-
tion about the character of a project in combination
with one or more of the other dimensions. However,
this dimension appears to be difficult to map in prac-
tice, given the multitude of recipient agencies often
involved in a given project, and the fact that some-
times the recipient institution is only the recipient in
the formal sense.

Bilateral vs. multilateral may not be a very useful di-
mension in itself. However, distinctions among diffe-
rent multilateral projects could be important, notably
projects financed via trust funds, as well as the dis-
tinction between grants, loans and concessional
loans.

III.4 Near misses

A number of projects could be broadly relevant to go-
vernance in the extractive industries while not strictly
within the scope of this survey. First, broader gover-
nance-related and institution-building support may be
relevant to the extractive industries even if not expli-
citly targeting this industry. One could even argue that
such general approaches are desirable, as they avoid
singling out one sector with separate institutions and
integrate relevant support into overall state adminis-
tration. Many donors address questions of gover-
nance and transparency through broader programs,
e.g., a CIDA project to strengthen the supreme audit
function in a number of African countries.

The other major category of “near misses” concerns
projects that finance civil society organizations,
usually with a goal of strengthening advocacy and
oversight in the EI sector. Many such projects might
fall under the social impact area, though some may
also be financial.

Listed below are examples of “near-miss” projects
provided by donors. Although many have no doubt
been important for addressing EI governance, they
were not included in the survey because they were
not channeled to official bodies or addressed either
only governance or the extractive industries directly,
but not both. This list should not be considered com-
prehensive and is provided for information only.

Ghana/US: Responsible Mining Alliance. In Ghana,
USAID provides funding to a partnership with two
gold-mining companies. The project aims to streng-
then local governance, identify and establish viable
economic opportunities for residents, and share best
environmental management and social impact prac-
tices in Ghana. However, no direct funding is going to
the public sector at this time. There may be small
subgrants that go to the Ghana Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, a public institution, although that is
uncertain.

Nigeria/US: Advocacy, Awareness and Civic Empo-
werment (ADVANCE). In Nigeria, USAID supports a
project aimed at promoting transparency and ac-
countability through the Extractive Industry Transpa-



rency Initiative. The project finances civil society orga-
nizations (CSOs) to lobby for supporting legislation,
strengthen civic oversight and organize stakeholder
workshops involving government, the media and
CSOs.
`
Nigeria/EC: Micro Project Program. The EC is finan-
cing small-scale community infrastructure in the Niger
Delta. These projects, while not technical assistance
and not directly governance-related, may have posi-
tive social impacts in this oil-extraction region by im-
proving living standards of the population, thereby
possibly reducing tensions.

Regional/Canada: Sub-Saharan Francophone Afri-
can Supreme Audit Institution Building Program. Fi-
nanced by CIDA, this program aims to improve and
harmonize audit practices, methods and procedures
in the region. It includes institution building and trai-
ning for Supreme Audit Institutions and is champio-
ned by the Office of the auditor General (OAG) in
Canada. The program does not explicitly address ex-
tractive industries, but includes countries with impor-
tant EI sectors among its beneficiaries, e.g., the DRC,
Mali, Mozambique, Niger, São Tome and Principe,
Uganda, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt,
Namibia, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania, and Zambia.

Sengal/Netherlands: Bilateral budget support: The
Netherlands provides budget support and includes in
its policy dialogue environmental impact assess-
ments of the mining sector. This assistance is howe-
ver, not quantified by sector in a way that is
comparable to similar World Bank budget support.
Nigeria/UK Supporting Transparency and Accounta-
bility in the Niger Delta (STAND). This DfID program
supports the development of effective accountability
mechanisms for communities to engage with the go-
vernment in a non-violent way. It will entail the identifi-
cation of a series of isolated but cohesive delta
communities in target Local Area Councils; provision
of a series of services to these communities suppor-
ting civic awareness, vocational skills, community
budgeting, advocacy and media; an information ser-
vice on government allocations, budgeting and price
intelligence; advocacy support to communities and
NGOs; and a media program supporting the deve-
lopment and delivery of news stories about local go-
vernment.

Regional/Australia: Australian Development Scholar-
ships program: This program provides scholarships
for postgraduate study at Australian universities. Over
the period of the survey (2004-2006) it offered
around 250 scholarships across 10 African countries
(Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia,
South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda and Zam-
bia) focusing on sectors including public administra-
tion, natural resource management, trade and
finance. Estimated cost over the period of the survey
was around A$20 million. The program is aligned with
priorities set by partner governments, so does not di-
rectly target the extractive industries sectors. Howe-
ver, program records show that about half a dozen
participants studied natural resource management,
while many others came from ministries such as
trade and industry, finance, planning, etc., whose
mandate “could include management of some as-
pect of extractive industries”.

Other examples: in Nigeria, a European Union com-
munity development project in the Niger delta, while
relevant for the economic development of the oil rich
region, did not address governance of the sector per
se and as a result was not included. Of the Norwe-
gian assistance, a Training Centre Project in Nigeria
providing technical training was considered not rele-
vant to this survey, although this type of technical
training arguably promotes local content in produc-
tion. Since funding for civil society organizations and
other non-state entities is not covered by this survey,
projects under World Bank-managed Community
and Small Scale Mining (CASM) partnership and
associated Trust fund are also not included.

III.5 Examples of planned
and new projects

A few projects sent to us by donors were not inclu-
ded because the scope of the survey was limited
to 2004-2006. Some of these had already begun in
2007, while others are planned for 2008 or later.
While we specified in our correspondence with do-
nors that the survey concerned the period 2004-
2006, we also generally asked them to provide
information on all projects (including planned) up to
the present. In keeping with the terms of reference,
the main survey only includes projects active in the
period 2004-2006. The below is thus for information
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only, providing examples of projects with start-ups in
2007 or later.

a. New projects (already begun in 2007)

Madagascar/World Bank: Mineral Resources Go-
vernance Project. This project focuses on improving
governance and transparency of the mineral sector,
andstrengthening the decentralized management of
mineral resources, with a special focus on small-
scale miners. It will also empower communities in the
management of their mineral resources and promote
private-sector investment.

Various/IMF: technical assistance. Of the technical
assistance reported by the IMF, five out of 19 activi-
ties took place in 2007, hence were not included in
the general overview. These are missions carried out
in Guinea, Liberia, Mozambique, and Nigeria,
as well as a regional workshop for African member
countries.

Regional/Germany: Strengthening of Governance in
Extractive Industries in the Community of Central
African States (CEMAC). Sponsored by Germany,
this project support the implementation of the EITI wi-
thin CEMAC Member States, including the develop-
ment of a regional “level playing field” for extractive
industries, in line with international regulations and
standards; support to improved revenue manage-
ment systems; cooperation with the private sector for
the implementation of social and environmental stan-
dards in extractive industries; and facilitation of dia-
logue between stakeholders (public, private, civil
society).

b. Planned projects

DRC/EC: Natural Resource Management. The Euro-
pean Union is planning a project to support natural
resource management, including capacity and institu-
tion building and policy support. The project has a

total envelope of 9 million Euros, is already approved
and scheduled to start in early 2008.

DRC/Germany: Responsible Use of Resource Po-
tentials in DRC. A project is under preparation to
support the implementation of the EITI, mainstream
EITI principles in key public institutions, strengthen
institutions relevant for control, and develop a pilot
scheme for certification of selected mineral re-
sources.

East and Southern Africa/Australia: Supporting
Good Governance in Resource-Rich African Coun-
tries. Announced in September 2007, an Australian
fellowship program will provide six fellowships to go-
vernments in eastern and southern Africa (Kenya,
Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Tanzania, and Zam-
bia) to support improvements in good governance
and administration of their natural resources, particu-
larly focusing on the extractive industries sector. Fel-
lowships are for short term (3-4 months) study,
research and professional attachment programs in
Australia, and will be awarded to public officials in de-
partments that are directly managing their countries'
natural resources and related revenue flows and will
include training in public finance and public adminis-
tration, in addition to management of health and edu-
cation systems. The project is currently being
mobilized.

Ghana/various donors: Natural Resources and En-
vironment Governance Program (NREG). In Ghana,
the World Bank, Royal Netherlands Embassy, DFID,
the French Development Agency (AFD), Swiss Co-
operation (SECO), and the EC are preparing a joint
program which will focus on the forestry, mining and
“environment” sectors.

Petroleum Governance Initiative (PGI) Trust Fund.
The PGI is a new sub-program sponsored by Norway
within the Private Sector and Infrastructure Trust
Fund managed by the World Bank.
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VI.1 Conclusions

In total, 61 projects were identified in 26 African
countries financed by 10 different donors. The total
amount of all projects is US$234 million. It would be
difficult to judge whether the amount of relevant ODA
is “large” or “small”, because this would depend on
what it is compared to. While it may appear small
compared to US$31.4 billion of total ODA to sub-Sa-
haran Africa from all sources in 2005 alone, it is not
far behind the level of ODA to the African EI sector as
represented by projects reported under CRS code
322 “Mineral resources and mining”: US$316.8 mil-
lion during the two-year period 2004-2005 (figures for
2006 are not yet available in CRS).

The World Bank is by far the largest donor
(US$162.8 million). This is true even if its budget sup-
port (DPL) is not included (lowering total to
US$127.7). However, if the 80% portion of its portfo-
lio that consists of loans were not included, the EC
would be the largest donor (though with only 3 pro-
jects), followed by Norway (8 projects) and the UK (3
projects).

The World Bank’s expertise in financial management
and position in overall strategic country dialogue pro-
bably make it well placed to address sensitive issues
of governance, as well as provide relevant technical
tools to help improve it. This may be why some do-
nors prefer to channel their governance-related assis-
tance to the EI through the Bank, either via targeted
Trust Funds or more generically as IDA replenish-
ment. The largest donors to relevant trust funds are
the UK and Norway, but important contributions also
come from Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Ger-
many, the Netherlands, and the EU.

Outside the World Bank, the volume of projects
directly targeting governance of the extractive in-
dustries is US$72 million. The amount should be
accompanied by a few important points: First, the
topic is relatively new on the global agenda. Se-
cond, much general governance support also may
positively affect the EI indirectly by targeting public
administration, budgeting, procurement, and ac-
counting. Third, when governance in the official
sector is considered weak, many donors may prefer
to channel resources through civil society organiza-
tions, which are not covered by this survey. To illus-
trate this landscape, we have included in our survey
some examples of ‘near-miss’ projects that, while

undoubtedly relevant, did not correspond strictly to
the criteria set out in the terms of reference.

A number of grey areas exist in terms of which pro-
jects address “governance” in the extractive indus-
tries. In particular, distinguishing between “technical”
and “governance” related assistance was not always
obvious. (Illustrating this inevitable subjectivity was
another reason for providing examples of “near
misses”.)

Assistance aimed at enhanced governance of the
extractive industries can be usefully categorized
along at least three dimensions: impact area, acti-
vity type, and stage of intervention. Two other dimen-
sions (financing vehicle and recipient institution) were
considered but deemed less useful, in large part be-
cause categorization within these dimensions proved
relatively difficult and subjective in practice, while in
some cases even potentially misleading.

IV.2 Possible areas for further research

A number of questions that could be useful to ex-
plore were outside the scope of this survey and
would require more in-depth analysis at a country
level, as well as qualitative discussions with donors
and recipients. The survey also found that a num-
ber of projects relevant to the overall theme fell out-
side government-to-government assistance that
defined the scope of the present survey. Areas for
further research could include the following:

Assistance via non-government actors: The terms
of reference for the present survey only covered as-
sistance to public institutions, including state-
owned companies. However, it is thought that a
significant amount of ODA to address EI gover-
nance issues also goes to non-governmental ac-
tors, not least in countries where donors may feel
that governance in the official sector is weak. Cove-
rage of NGO projects could further be expanded
beyond ODA to include projects financed by NGOs
themselves or by non-official donors such as foun-
dations or private companies (see also below).
While information on NGO projects financed by
ODA could be collected in a relatively objective
manner through donor contacts and records (e.g.,
based on the donors already targeted in the pre-
sent survey), collection of information on NGO pro-
jects financed by non-official bodies is likely to be
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more difficult and perhaps less objective, not least
because there is no coordination body such as the
DAC for this kind of assistance. In practice, collec-
tion of NGO projects might focus on those NGOs
that also have projects financed by ODA, by further
requesting information on relevant projects not fi-
nanced by ODA. (As pointed out earlier, a factor
complicating the ability to estimate the volume of
ODA to EI governance provided via non-govern-
mental actors is that over 80% of projects in the
CRS database are coded as “other” or “not defi-
ned” for the dimension specifying assistance “chan-
nel”.)

Private-sector and public-private partnership pro-
jects: Private companies are increasingly expected
to act in socially and environmentally responsible
ways, to promote transparency by publishing what
they pay, and promote economic linkages through
local content enhancement. As noted by the ToR,
“assistance from foreign investors and from the pri-
vate sector can be important in the EI but if neces-
sary this will be covered in a separate study.”

Such an eventual survey might need to first clarify
what constitutes a “project” for private-sector ac-
tors, since some activities, such as building every-
day community infrastructure, may indirectly or even
directly also benefit the company. Related to this, in-
ternational companies are increasingly emphasizing
the contributions they make to host countries in the
context of their everyday operations.

Expansion to other regions: The survey could be
expanded to (or a similar survey could be perfor-
med for) other regions, notably Asia and South
America, which include EITI members. On the other
hand, it may be desirable to first concentrate on ex-
panding the present survey’s scope and analysis in
Africa. Gap analysis: The ToR for the present pro-
ject does not include analysis of gaps or overlaps in
donor coverage. Such an eventual analysis could
compare assistance in each country to one or more
indicators, such as:

• level of governance (e.g., World Bank gover-
nance scores or indicators from Freedom
House or Transparency International),

• level of investment or output in the extractive
industries (however, as noted in the inception
report, obtaining relevant information is likely to
be difficult outside the oil and gas sectors), or

• amounts of other types of ODA, such as total
ODA, or governance-related or EIrelated ODA
(but see the complications arising with such
comparisons noted in section 2.1.)

Monitoring for results. The present survey provides
an overview of the projects but does not make any
judgment on their relevance, adequacy or quality.
(This was not part of its ToR.) Determining the im-
pact of particular project types, e.g., by reviewing
monitoring & evaluation reports, could provide use-
ful information for planning future projects in this
emerging area of donor support.
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Governance of the Extractive Industries

in Africa Survey of Donor-Funded

Technical Assistance

Terms of Reference for Consultant
June 11, 2007

Background

1. The Extractive Industries (EI – oil, gas and
mining production) are the major source of invest-
ment and revenue for many countries in Africa. Both
investment and revenues are expected to continue to
rise rapidly over the next decade as commodity
prices remain strong and new reserves are develo-
ped across the Continent. Historically, African coun-
tries have in general not succeeded in translating
revenues from EI into sustainable economic develop-
ment. This has contributed to the theory that coun-
tries dependent upon EI revenues suffer from a
“Resource Curse”, in that EI by their nature tend to
undermine the economic and political basis for sus-
tainable development. However, not all countries that
have been dependent on EI have failed to achieve
sustainable development. The quality of governance
is generally viewed as a critical element influencing on
whether countries can avoid the “Resource Curse”
and use EI investments and revenues as a positive
factor in development.

2. Building upon this assessment, donors and
recipient governments in Africa have paid increasing
attention to capacity building to improve governance in
countries dependent upon EI revenues, as one out of
many measures needed to counteract the “Resource
Curse”. While it is believed that overall donor assis-
tance in this area has grown accordingly, there have
been no comprehensive surveys that provide a clear
perspective on the volume and type of assistance
being provided and of its distribution across countries.
The aim of this survey is to fill this gap, and in doing so
to improve the basis for decisions regarding support.

Objectives and Design of the Survey

3. The objective of the survey is to establish a base-
line for categorization of governance related EI sup-
port, and to provide an overview of this type of
support for African countries. The survey is being
managed by the Norwegian Oil for Development

initiative in coordination with the African Development
Bank and the World Bank.

4. The Survey should provide data on donor-funded
technical assistance for capacity building in Africa.
The data will cover activities initiated during the pe-
riod 2004 to 2006 (information for the final year will
include planned activities), and ongoing activities ini-
tiated before 2004. The support should be classified,
as far as possible, according to the following catego-
ries (others may be added):

• Recipient country or countries
• Donor/s (bilateral, multi-lateral)
• Activity description and cost
• Categorization of support by type (to be defined

by the consultants)

5. The consultants will be responsible for working
out a full system of description and categorization that
provides useful summary information according to each
of the above categories (and others as required). The
system should not be unduly burdensome to use and
should reflect the need for economy of time and effort in
data gathering and administration.

Guidelines and Approach

6. The survey should focus upon support for im-
proving governance of the EI and of their impact on
sustainable development. Governance is broadly defi-
ned as any activity that affects the management of the
EI by the national and sub-national authorities, or that
affects the direct impact of the EI in the economic, en-
vironmental or social spheres. Thus activities that are
relevant will cover areas that include:

• Legal and Regulatory aspects of EI exploration
and production,

• Organization of the EI sector,
• Fiscal and contractual arrangements for EI,
• Management and training of personnel for the EI,
• Transparency and accountability in the EI,
• Participation in and coordination of decision pro-

cesses regarding EI,
• Management of the government revenues gene-

rated by EI production.

7. The Survey should not include support that
is largely technical in character (at least 80% techni-
cal). This would include such areas as: geology, en-
gineering, environmental science, etc.
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8. Support that is designed to improve gover-
nance in general without specific reference to EI,
should usually not be included. As a guideline, if the
activity in question neither makes specific reference
to EI, nor covers specific EI institutions or activities
for at least 75% of its total cost, it should not be in-
cluded. Thus, for example, support to improve tax
administration in general would not be included, but
support to improve administration of tax receipts
from EI specifically would be included.

9. It is expected that the consultants gather
their information primarily from the donor agencies,
through written requests and interviews. The
consultant should focus on donors and projects
identified through the OECD/DAC database. Fin-
dings from this database should be followed up
with through contact with the donors to 1) get fur-
ther information and updates on projects identified
in DAC, 2) get information on new or additional pro-
jects, and 3) ask about other donors’ projects they
may be aware of. This information may be supple-
mented where necessary by data gathered from re-
cipient governments. Where possible existing
reports (agency annual reports, donor coordination
reports, aid statistics, etc.) should be used.

10. The survey will focus on African countries that
either have existing EI production or are expected to
have EI production in future (due to recent resource
discoveries or significant ongoing exploration). Coun-
tries will be identified in the inception report.

11. The survey should cover only support provi-
ded to public sector bodies (government ministries,
official agencies, sub-national government bodies,
state-owned companies, etc.). Assistance to non-
governmental and private sector organizations
should not be included. The survey should also in-
clude only aid funded by official donors (govern-
ments, multi-lateral agencies), and should not
incorporate assistance from foreign investors (e.g.
multinational EI companies), the private sector (in-
cluding foundations and other NGOs). (NB: Assis-
tance from foreign investors and from the private
sector can be important in the EI but if necessary
this will be covered in a separate study).

Reporting

12. The consultants shall produce an inception
report. The inception report should include:

• Definitions of categories of support
• Description of methodology and information

sources
• List of donors active in the sector (preliminary re-

sults)
• List of countries receiving support (preliminary

results)

13. The consultants will produce a final report
detailing the information describedabove, in a form
agreed with Norad. The report should include a sum-
mary of the data in a useful format, as well as full de-
tails of all activities identified for each country. The
summary should be accompanied by a brief com-
ment on the main findings.

14. The presentation and discussion of the data
will be supplemented by a section outlining key fin-
dings, especially in terms of duplication of donor activi-
ties.

15. In addition to presenting written reports,
the consultants will be expected to present the fin-
dings to Norad and to other audiences as agreed
upon at the time of engagement or thereafter sub-
ject to mutually satisfactory contractual arrange-
ments.

Qualifications of Consultants

16. Consultants undertaking this work should have:

• Experience of assessing donor-funded technical
assistance,

• Knowledge of Africa,
• Some knowledge of the EI (oil, gas and / or mi-

ning), and
• Track record of carrying out complex assi-

gnments to tight deadlines.

17. In addition, the consultants will require capa-
city to work in both English and French (although all
final reporting will be in English).

Timing

18. The anticipated timing of the tasks is as
follows:

• Inception report (within 2 months)
• Completion of survey work (within 5 months)
• Final Report (within 5 months and 2 weeks)
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This annex provides information on all projects that were
identified as relevant for the survey. An accompanying
Excel database provides additional fields, including: total

project value (i.e., including non-relevant components),
method by which relevant amount was determined, and
name and email address of donor contact.
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Donor Recipient

WB Cameroon EITI support

WB
Central African
Republic

Development Policy ope-
ration

The project aims to improve transparency and good governance – including in the diamond industry. Activities include audit
of the mining sector by international experts; revision of the current investment agreement form and adherence to the EITI
process

WB
Central African
Republic

Mining Sector Assess-
ment

The assessment aims to provide the intellectual underpinnings for future governance work by gathering info on mines and mi-
ners in CAR, flow of goods and the value chain, diamond smuggling, legal and regulatory settings and institutions, and valua-
tion in the market.

WB Chad
Institutional Reform Sup-
port Credit

The credit supported reform of budget preparation, execution, monitoring, and reporting; public procurement; and human re-
source management in the civil service, and aimed to improve the Petroleum Development and Pipeline Project and its asso-
ciated capacity-building program for petroleum revenue management.

WB
Congo,
Republic
of

Economic Recovery Cre-
dit

This project aimed to enhance transparency and governance in the oil sector, improve public investment to ensure fiscal dis-
cipline and accountability and make it more consistent with the development goals of the I-PRSP; and reduce domestic ar-
rears in an orderly and transparent manner.

WB Côte d’Ivoire
Support for the Transition
to Sustainable Peace

The project includes an independent audit of the oil, gas, and electricity sector operations over 2000-2005. This would en-
able measuring governance of the taxes and royalties collected and inform on exploration and production activities.

WB DRC
Transitional Support Cre-
dit

The project supported improved governance in the forestry and mining sectors.

WB DRC
Private Sector Develop-
ment and Competitive-
ness

This project includes restructuring of the state mining company, review of joint venture contracts, mining cadastre and capa-
city building in the Ministry of Mining.

WB Gabon
Natural Resource Mana-
gement

The project supports Gabon’s participation in the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) and seeks to promote
transparency, accountability and law enforcement, improve the business climate, ensure equitable sharing of revenues, and
protect the resource-base and natural ecosystems.

WB Ghana EITI support

WB Guinea EITI support

WB Guinea
Community Development
experience in Guinea
(CommDev)

The project aims to develop a consensus on a framework for community development, based on analysis of community de-
velopment experiences around six mines in Guinea.

WB Kenya Energy Sector Recovery The project addresses quality of the policy, institutional and regulatory environment for private sector participation and sector
development; including implementation of a comprehensive corporate recovery program (CRP) to bring Kenya Pipeline Com-
pany (KPLC) back to sound operational efficiency.

WB Mali Growth Support The project supports regulatory reforms and institutional capacity building in the mining sector, including the implementation of
the EITI

WB Mauri-tania Mining Sector TA 2
(PRISM 2)

The Project aims to build and promote institutional and technical capacity to manage the country' s mineral resources, inclu-
ding social and environmental management, improve sector contribution to national and regional economic development, and
promote private investments in mining.

WB Mauri-tania Petroleum Capacity Buil-
ding TA

The project aims to improve the legal, regulatory, and contractual system; capacity building; environmental management of the
petroleum sector; and data management/petroleum cadastre and information system.

WB Mauri-tania EITI support

WB Niger Public Expenditure Adjust-
ment Credit

The project supported public expenditure management reform in support of the 2002 PRSP

WB Nigeria Mineral Resources Sustai-
nable Management

This project aims to increase the government's long-term institutional and technical capacity to manage Nigeria's mineral re-
sources in a sustainable way and develop non-farm income generating opportunities through small-scale and artisanal mining.

WB Nigeria EITI support

WB São Tome and
Principe

Governance Capacity
Building TA

The project will help strengthen financial and budgetary management and build up institutional and legal infrastructure in the
petroleum sector to address sector related environmental issues and strengthen petroleum revenue management. The pro-
ject will help strengthen the corresponding human capacity of the civil service.

WB Sierra Leone Programmatic Govern-
ment Reform and Growth

The project supports improved governance and better management of public resources in the mining sector, and decentrali-
zation of government and policies that support private sector-led economic growth.
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Value relevant
to survey (US$)

Recipient
institution

Impact
area

Activity type
Stage (pre or post-

extrac-tion)
Credit or

grant
budget
support

Donor's internal
project number

Years

130,000 EITI Secretariat Financial
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Post Grant (TF) P098832 2006-2008

1,750,000
Ministry of Finance

and budget
Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant (IDA) X P102576 2006-2007

450,000

Ministry of Eco-
nomy, Plan and In-

ternational
Cooperation

Resource manage-
ment

Diagnostic Pre Grant (TF) NA 2006-2007

500,000
Ministry of Plan,

Development, and
Cooperation

Financial Policy dialogue Post Credit X P083711 2004-2005

4,500,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Credit P083627 2004-2006

900,000 NA
Resource manage-

ment
Diagnostic Pre Grant (TF) NA 2006-2007

13,500,000 Ministry of Finance
Resource manage-

ment
Policy dialogue Pre Grant (IDA) X P091990 2003-2010

8,000,000 Ministry of Mines
Resource manage-

ment
Diagnostic, Inst.

Support
Pre Credit P071144 2005-2006

3,800,000
Ministry of Forest
and Environment

Financial Environ. Policy dialogue Pre, Post Credit/IBRD X P070196 2005-2008

249,000 G-EITI Financial
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Post Grant (TF) P099937 2006-2008

569,000 G-EITI Financial
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Post Grant (TF) P098844 2006-2007

160,000 Chamber of Mines Social Inst. Support Post Grant (TF) NA 2006-2009

9,600,000 Ministry of Energy,
KPLC

Economic Inst. Support Pre Credit P083131 2004-2010

3,900,000 Ministry for invest-
ment promotion

and SME

Financial Inst. Support Post Credit P080935 2005-2011

12,600,000 Ministry of Petro-
leum and Energy

Economic Social En-
viron.

Inst. Support, Cap.
building

Pre Credit P100078 2003-2004

e 5,000,000 Ministry of Petro-
leum and Energy

Resource manage-
ment Environ.

Cap. building Pre Credit P078383 2003-2004

240,000EITI Committee/ Mi-
nistry of Finance

Financial Resource
manage-ment

Inst. Support, Cap.
building

Post Grant (TF) P098457 2006-2009

9,750,000 N/A Financial Policy dialogue Post Credit X P069570 2003-2004

60,000,000 Ministry of Solid Mi-
nerals

Resource manage-
ment

Inst. Support, Cap.
building

Pre Credit P086716 2004-2010

2,220,000 N-EITI Financial Inst. Support, Cap.
building

Post Grant (TF) P098454 2006-2008

5,000,000 Government of STP Financial Environ.al Inst. Support, Cap.
building

Pre, Post Credit P083400 2004-2008

2,000,000 Ministry of Finance Economic Resource
manage-ment

Policy dialogue Pre Grant (IDA) X P095575 2005-2006
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Donor Recipient Project name Description

WB Sierra Leone
Economic Rehabilitation
and Recovery IV

The project addressed the need to clarify mineral rights, and fiscal and legal frame work to attract serious investors, generate
revenues, and reduce the scope for discretion in mineral agreements. Also included scaling up of extension services for small
scale mining to improve safety, health and environmental standards.

WB Uganda
Natural Resource Deve-
lopment TA

The project aims to strengthen transparency and governance in mining, establish the institutional basis for the decentralized
management of mineral resources, and encourage private sector investment and value-added in the minerals sector.

WB Zambia
Support for Economic Ex-
pansion and Diversifica-
tion (SEED)

The project aims to build capacity and improve the regulatory framework and business environment for sustainable tourism in
the greater Livingstone area and the gemstone sector.

EC Ghana
Ghana Mining Sector
Support Program

The project supports the mining sectors' regulatory and support agencies, and provides resources for additional geological
data collection. The project also includes mitigating adverse environmental effects of mining particularly mercury pollution in
small-scale mining areas. Activities related to institution building, compliance with the Kimberley process, and environment are
considered relevant to this survey

EC Sierra Leone
Technical Assistance to
the Ministry of Mineral Re-
sources

The project objective is to support the Government of SL in the implementation of the Core Mineral Policy, particularly vis-a-
vis re-launching of rutile production. This includes support monitoring and control of resources and environmental and social
measures. The project cost is 1 million Euros, of which 93% is estimated relevant to this survey.

EC Zambia
The Mining Sector Diversi-
fication Program (MSDP)

The project aims to increase export earnings through economic diversification and to contribute to poverty alleviation by in-
creasing employment opportunities in the non-traditional mining areas.

Norway Angola
Collaboration agreement
on petroleum

The program includes institutional cooperation and capacity development in the Ministry of Petroleum

Norway Mada-gascar
Collaboration agreement
on petroleum

The project includes TA and training on policy and strategy development, financial management and governance, environ-
mental management.

Norway Mozam-bique
Collaboration agreement
on oil and gas

The project includes technical as well as governance related capacity building, including on environment.

Norway Nigeria
Collaboration agreement
on oil and gas

The project emphasizes capacity building in resource management, including production monitoring, licensing systems, envi-
ronment, and safety

Norway
São Tome and
Principe

Petroleum sector gover-
nance

Seminars on petroleum sector governance, anti-corruption issues and Law of the Seas issues, organised for government ins-
titutions and parliament. Also study trip to Norway.

Norway Sudan
Collaboration on petro-
leum

The project works both with the Ministry of Energy and Mines and the juba Government on managing petroleum resources

Norway Uganda
The program supports upstream administration of the petroleum sector, including policy development and environment as
well as technical studies.

Norway Regional
Luso-phone countries in
EITI

Workshop on EITI implementation

AfDB Mozam-bique
Mozambique Minerals
Resource Management
Capacity Building

The project supports institutional development and regulatory reform of the mining sector in order to encourage the expan-
sion of private investment in mining in a socially and environmentally sound manner, as well as implement targeted interven-
tions to alleviate poverty in small-scale and artisanal mining areas

AfDB Tunisia
Tunisia Capacity Building
Environment

The project includes technical assistance to the national phosphate company to implement more environmentally sustainable
methodologies

AfDB Uganda
Uganda sustainable Ma-
nagement of Mineral Re-
sources

The project supports the Government in implementing its strategy to (i) strengthening governance, transparency and capacity
in the management of mineral resources, with particular emphasis on community development in mining areas and enhance-
ment of small-scale and artisanal mining; and (ii) promote a socially and environmentally sound development of the minerals
sector based on private investments.

UK Ghana EITI support
The project supported the Ghana EITI initiative through workshops and high level meetings, with the purpose of increasing
transparency in the receipt/release and utilization of payments and revenues generated by the extractive industries (mining).

UK Nigeria EITI bilateral support Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) Program
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Value relevant
to survey (US$)

Recipient
institution

Impact
area

Activity type
Stage (pre or post-

extrac-tion)
Credit or

grant
budget
support

Donor's internal
project number

Years

3,750,000 Ministry of Finance
Resource manage-

ment Environ.
Policy dialogue Pre Grant (IDA) X P083477 2006-2007

10,000,000
Ministry of Energy
and Mineral Deve-

lopment

Resource manage-
ment

Inst. Support Pre Credit P079925 2003-2009

4,200,000
Ministries of tou-
rism, local govt.,
mines, agriculture

Economic
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Pre Credit P071407 2004-2009

11,704,000

Ministry of Mines,
Geological Survey
Department, Mine-
rals Commission

and the Mines De-
partment

Resource manage-
ment Environ.

Inst. Support, Cap.
building

Pre Grant 2002-2007

1,302,000
Ministry of Mineral

Resources
Resource manage-

ment Environ.
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Pre Grant 2004-2011

14,000,000
Ministry of Mines

and Minerals Deve-
lopment

Economic
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Pre Grant 2000-2008

3,168,000
Ministry of Petro-

leum
Resource manage-

ment
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Pre Grant NA 2000-2005

4,725,000
OMNIS (Directo-

rate)
Resource manage-

ment Environ.
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Pre Grant NA 2006-2011

5,904,000 INP (directorate)
Resource manage-

ment Environ.
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Pre Grant NA 2006-2011

3,743,100
Department of Pe-
troleum Resources

Resource manage-
ment Environ.

Inst. Support, Cap.
building

Pre Grant NA 2003-2007

225,900
Agencia Nacional

do Petroleo
Resource manage-

ment
Cap. building Pre Grant GLO-O5/322 2005-2006

911,520
Ministry of Energy
and Mines/ SPLM

Resource manage-
ment

Inst. Support, Cap.
building

Pre Grant NA 2006-

2,520,000
Resource manage-

ment Environ.
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Pre Grant NA 2005-2008

135,000 Public officials Financial Cap. building Post Grant NA 2006

5,099,500
Directorates of Mi-
nerals and Geology

Resource manage-
ment Environ. So-

cial
Inst. Support Pre Credit MOZ/PIIE/2001/01 2003-2007

200,000
Gafsa phosphate

company
Environ. Cap. building Pre Credit P-TN-B00-003 2005-2009

8,292,500
Ministry of Energy
and Mineral Deve-

lopment

Resource manage-
ment Environ. So-

cial
Cap. building Pre Grant P-UG-BA0-001 2005-2010

67,000 G-EITI Financial
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Post Grant NA 2004-2006

4,000,000 N-EITI Financial
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Post Grant NA 2004-2006
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Donor Recipient Project name Description

US Ghana
Resource Center for
Energy Economics and
Regulation (RCEER)

Training of national champions in state administration and revenue management

US Mali Comune of Sanso
The project seeks to strengthen local commune skills to properly manage tax revenues received from the locally operating
mining company (Morila SA), ensuring transparency and development impact for the local population.

US Regional
Resource Center for
Energy Economics and
Regulation (RCEER)

Training of national champions in state administration and revenue management

IMF Angola
Reports on Standards &
Codes

The mission assessed and made a range of fiscal transparency related recommendations applicable in the short, medium,
and longer terms to the oil and diamond sectors.

IMF Angola
Petroleum Revenue Ma-
nagement Workshop
(WB)

Presentation in workshop on "Oil Revenues and Fiscal Policy" to government and national assembly members and civil so-
ciety, industry, diplomatic, and donor communities, respectively

IMF Chad
PEM: Diagnostic on
Treatment of Oil Reve-
nues

The mission reviewed the budget process, with emphasis on the oil budget to improve the efficiency of the budget manage-
ment system, and the above eliminate the fragmentation of the budget.

IMF
Equatorial Gui-
nea

Reports on Standards &
Codes

Fiscal ROSC assessment with the view to improve fiscal transparency and accountability at all levels of fiscal management,
including in relation to oil revenue and the national oil company.

IMF
Equatorial Gui-
nea

Reports on Standards &
Codes

A preliminary assessment of fiscal transparency and fiscal management, including the relation to the national oil company.

IMF Gabon
Reports on Standards &
Codes

The mission covered, among other things, fiscal transparency and fiscal management issues related to improving the trans-
parency of oil revenues and fully reporting revenues from the mining sector

IMF Mali
Tax policy (mining opera-
tions)

Mission advised on the design of the tax system and treatment of gold mining

IMF Mauri-tania Oil revenue management
Mission reviewed existing fiscal policy and management framework and proposed a comprehensive approach to petroleum
revenue management, including a framework to guide fiscal policy, modalities, and governance structure of the oil fund, and
actions to strengthen public financial management

IMF Namibia
Fiscal regime for diamond
mining and polishing

This mission reviewed and made recommendations related to royalties and treatment of the mining sector

IMF Namibia
Reports on Standards &
Codes

The mission covered, among other things, fiscal transparency and fiscal management issues related to improving the trans-
parency of revenues from precious stones and mining, and fully reporting revenues from these sectors

IMF Sierra Leone
Tax Policy: Fiscal Incen-
tives & Taxation Regimes
in Minerals

The mission assessed developments in the mining sector since a 2004 mission, updated medium-term projections of reve-
nue from this sector, advised on the general fiscal and regulatory regime for large-scale mining, and outlined the scope of a
model mining agreement

IMF Sierra Leone
Mining Taxation and In-
centives

Mission to review and make recommendations related to the system of fiscal incentives, and especially the special tax re-
gimes applied to the mineral resources sector

IMF Zambia Tax Policy
To advise on the fiscal regime for new copper mining projects including, among other things, advice on royalty rates, cost re-
covery for income tax purposes, and fiscal stability agreement benefits from mining projects

IMF Zambia Tax Policy--Mining Tax
Mission advised on the fiscal regime for the mining sector, with a focus on relationship between the fiscal regime and mineral
price behavior, impact of the fiscal regime upon reinvestment in the sector, pattern of mining finance, and fiscal devices for
increasing the government share

Japan Mauri-tania
Strategic Plan Survey of
Mineral Resources Deve-
lopment

The project provided technical assistance to the government of Mauritania to map resources, formulate and disclose a stra-
tegy for exploration promotion, and establish systems and institutions for disclosure and investment promotion. Two out of
seven components, or 28,5%, was considered relevant for this survey.

Portugal Mozam-bique
Capacity Building for Mi-
nistry of Resources and
Mines

Technical assistance to the Ministry of Resources and Mines includes training in Portugal on issues of governance and
transparency

Germany Ghana
Good financial gover-
nance in Ghana

Reform of public finance, building capacity of revenue agencies, and enhancing transparency of the revenue flow in the de-
centralized levels.
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Value relevant
to survey (US$)

Recipient
institution

Recipient
institution

Activity type
Stage (pre or post-

extrac-tion)
Credit or

grant
Credit or

grant
Donor's internal
project number

Years

200,000 Public officials Financial Cap. building Pre, Post Grant NA 2004

700,000 Local community Financial Social Cap. building Post Grant NA 2006-2008

950,000 Public officials Financial Cap. building Post Grant NA 2004

103,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant 06FA84600 2006

13,000 Ministry of Finance Social financial Cap. building Post Grant 06FA90300 2006

66,750 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant 05FAZY400 2004

45,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Diagnostic Post Grant 05FA26700 2005

24,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Diagnostic Post Grant 05FAZU400 2004

91,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant 06FA64200 2006

123,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant 04FAQ5100 2004

90,750 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant 07FAD1500 2006

79,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant 06FA65100 2006

46,500 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant 06FA85600 2006

76,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant 06FA48900 2006

67,500 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Post Grant 04FAV7400 2004

60,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Pre Grant 06FA72700 2005

53,000 Ministry of Finance Financial Policy dialogue Pre Grant 07FAH5000 2005

855,000

Ministry of Mines
and Industry, Mau-
ritanian Office for
Geological Re-

searches

Resource manage-
ment

Diagnostic, Inst.
Support

Pre Grant NA 2003-2006

6,020
Ministry of Re-

sources and Mines
Financial Cap. building Post Grant 2005

1,400,000 NA Financial
Inst. Support, Cap.

building
Post Grant 2006.2108.6 2003-2015
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